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hese are the days of the
" Decade in Review," in
which the 1980s are put into
perspective on everything
from corporate takeovers to
the Billboard pop chart.
Summing up the stock market, where dramatic changes are often measured in hours instead of years, is not exactly a
25-word-or-less exercise. But for those Nevada stockbrokers who tried it, all agreed that
there was money to made in the market in the
past ten years, and a lot of people knew it.
"We ' ve had an incredible continuing bull
market since 1982, and one of the longest
peacetime non-recessionary periods we have
ever seen," said Kevin Palmer, vice president
of investments at Paine Webber, "in the 1970s,
for the Dow to move five or ten points was a
big deal; now, 50- to 60-point fluctuations
have become common. But the crash in 1987
and on October 13 of this year proved that
you ' re also going to have significant volatility
as the market goes higher."
Palmer also found that the grown-up Baby
Boomers are taking an active interest in the
market. "We've seen a real sophistication in
not only the financial markets and the way they
operate, but in the people who invest in them."
For Dane Madsen, vice president at Shearson Lehman Hutton Inc. , the '80s taught brokers that the market's first rule was that there
weren' t any rules. "No one would have suggested a Dow approaching 3000 in the '70s,
but we keep pushing it. We ' ve had 100-million-share days, when 30 million was a heavy
day in the '70s. And then to see one-third of the
market evaporate during two weeks in 1987;
it's not that we hadn't experienced a swing of
30 percent before, but only over a much longer
period of time."
Looking back is one thing. Looking forward
is a bit tougher. When the next 15 minutes can
be uncertain, most brokers are hesitant about
issuing a forecast for the next ten years.
"Who knows what 's going to happen in the
next decade?" asks David Seidner of Seidner
Securities, " Anybody who says they know is
just guessing. If you have a diversified portfolio, then no matter what, you should be okay."
Kevin Palmer, however, is more optimistic.
For if the baby boomers are indeed entering
their investment years, "then the largest majority of the population, having already purchased a house and a car, will soon change
from people who are borrowing to people who
are putting back into the financial system .

"This," he believes, "will ultimately drive down
interest rates and reduce the government debt."
Palmer foresees a day when the government
30-year bond will be replaced by a 15-year
type. "The government won't have to borrow
as much, because more money will be put back
into the system."
"The changes we ' ve seen in the ' 80s indicate that what we should be prepared for in the
'90s is more change," adds Dane Madsen. He
expects to see a slowing-down of leveraged
buy-outs, "mostly because we' ve gotten insane with our use of credit, and it's causing
problems. It's also not inconceivable to see the
Dow at 6000, but we can't keep pounding the
individual investor with 190-point drops, followed by 90 points back up the next day.
We've got to bring stability to the market."
For the immediate future, the outlook is
equally positive. "The coming year provides a

"We see interest rates dramatically lowering percentagewise. Long-term U.S. government bonds will be in the low
sevens, maybe high sixes. Consequently all the fixed income items are going to be lower, and then you're going to
see the market push."
-

Dane Madsen, Shearson Lehman Hutton

lot of opportunity; what I would suggest we'll
see in the next six months is a trading range
market, bouncing back and forth between 2300
and 3000," Madsen predicts. "We see interest
rates dramatically lowering percentage-wise.
Long-term U.S. government bonds will be in
the low sevens, maybe high sixes. Consequently all the fixed-income items are going to
be lower, and then you're going to see the
market push."
Last year, Madsen was concerned about the
loss of business to international markets. In
1990 he expects those markets to remain
competitive, "because it's still cheaper to build
a telephone in Korea than in the United States.
But," he adds, "overall the U.S. is still the predominant champion of free enterprise, and
we're not going to lose that."
And with the changing political climate in
Europe and elsewhere, the potential benefits
are staggering. "We have a tremendous oppor-
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tunity now, because the world is becoming a
world of capitalism," said Kevin Palmer, "We
will now be able to dramatically increase our
marketplace."
Are there any dark clouds on the horizon at
all? Dane Madsen named two, though their
potential for raining on the investor's parade is
probably limited to a drizzle.
" In 1989, the first 700 points that came up in
the markets were not a result of individual or
institutional investors, but of leveraged buyouts and companies realizing that they've got
value in their own stock, and buying it back.
We will continue to see that for the same
reasons." The result? Less stock on the market, less options for the investor.
Also in 1989, there was some talk of a
recession. " It 's a perpetual threat, and the time
it gets you buried is when you ignore it,"
Madsen said. "We don ' t think a recession is

"Stocks move up and down on emotion. When people feel
good about a company they buy the stock. It's that simple.
Right now, everybody's excited about the Excalibur. When
the hotel opens, the excitement could go up and the price
could go up more. It's best to buy a little bit now, and then
wait and see."
- D.avid Seidner, Seidner Securities

likely, but we also believe that the soft landing
may be a bit harder than what others expect."
For these reasons and others, diversification
is always crucial. David Seidner recommends
diversification not only in types of investment,
but also in time. "Don't do it all at once," he
advises, "Divide up your investment capital
over a period of months. That way, you don ' t
have to guess whether you're jumping in at
exactly the right moment."
According to Seidner, Nevada stocks should
be among these diversified investments. "If
your portfolio does not include Nevada-based
companies, you're making a mistake," he
believes. "Whether it's bonds or stocks, you
should own some Nevada paper, because you
live here. The best thing you can do as an
investor is to watch and know your own investments. Nevada stocks are easy to watch- you
can go right to the front door of the company,

8
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tell them you ' re a shareholder and ask them
what's going on."
Seidner, along with Shearson Lehman
Hutton's Dane Madsen and Joseph Baldez and
PaineWebber's Kevin Palmer, chose a few
local stocks that could be solid investments for
the coming year. The editors of Nevada Business Journal stress that the views and comments presented in this article do not represent
recommendations of this magazine, and all financial authorities urge investors to seek personalized advice before making commitments.

CIRCUS CIRCUS
Circus Circus is well-liked by Seidner and
everybody else, though there is some fear that
it may (at 55) be overpriced. "If you want to
buy I ,000 shares, I'd buy 100 or200now, then
wait for a pullback and buy more later.
"Stocks move up and down on emotion," '
Seidner continued, "when people feel good
about a company they buy the stock. It' s that
simple. Right now, everybody 's excited about
the Excalibur. When the hotel opens, the excitement could go up and the price could go up
more. It's best to buy a little bit now, and then
wait and see."
Other picks from Seidner (Seidner Securities) include:

SHOWBOAT
They just announced their remodeling plans
and cut their dividend, and the stock took a big
drop (8 7/8). It looks pretty cheap. If there is
enough excitement generated by the remodeling then Showboat could be a good buy, as it
looks undervalued compared to others. They
are having some problems back East, so I
wouldn't put all my money on it.

CAESARS WORLD
Good management and a big new shopping
mall should generate business and excitement.
Not bad at 12 1/2.

CONTINENTAL NATIONAL BANK
As their market maker I can 't make a specific recommendation, but the price is cheap
right now (5 1/4). The bank is going to have a
record year, and should have enough momentum to make the following year even better.
It's a good purchase for the conservative investor who doesn ' t want to trade the stock, just
buy it and hold it.

FRONTIER SAVINGS
A high risk for an aggressive person, specu-

lating on a potential buy-out or merger. They
recently knocked their book value way down
(2) and have to do some reorganization. I
wouldn 't load up on it, but it's a good risk.

From Joseph Baldez, second vice president
of Shears on Lehman Hutton:

NEVADA POWER
They've done a good job in keeping Southem Nevada ahead of the power curve in supplying our growing economy with more than
adequate electrical power. The shareholders
have also done well, as the company has raised
dividends every year for the last two decades,
and there have been several stock splits along
the way. At current levels, the dividend yield
is over 6. 7 percent, and this stock would seem
to be an excellent way for Nevadans to participate in the growth of their local economy.
Adds Dane Madsen, "It' s a stock everyone
who lives here should own. The reason is that
we all pay our electric bills, and if we own the
stock, at least the dividends will cover the bills.
It's not going to make leaps and bounds and
outperform the market, but there is also a
potential that they might be bought out in the
next few years."

SOUTHWEST GAS
This company, like Nevada Power, has done
a great job in meeting Nevada' s need for
increased energy . However, the company has
not done well in its efforts to diversify. It acquired the gas companies in Phoenix and
Tucson a few years ago just in time to participate in the economic slump that Arizona is still
experiencing. The company's more recent
purchase ofPriMerit has met with a squeeze in
profit margins at the bank. The company continues to modernize its facilities and is in an
excellent position to participate in the growth
of its service areas. At its current price, the
yield is near eight percent and they offer an
excellent dividend reinvestment plan, so that
shareholders can fully participate in the longterm potential of the company.

FIRST WESTERN FINANCIAL
This is the largest independent savings and
loan in Nevada and it has expanded into the
Pacific Northwest in recent years. There has
been little or no growth in revenues or earnings
in the past few years but the company is profitable and is paying a generous five percent
cash dividend.
A dissident group of shareholders recently
attempted to put their representative on the

board. However, this effort was not successful. That move does suggest that there is value
in this property that is not currently reflected in
the price of the stock, which is near its lowest
price since 1987.

FIRST MISSISSIPPI GOLD
This Reno-based company went public in
May, 1988 at $8 per share and is currently
trading at $12. It is the gold mining arm of its
parent First Mississippi, a major chemical
company listed on the NYSE, who still owns
80 percent of the stock. First Mississippi operates the 32,000-acre Getchell Property near
Winnemucca, Nevada. The company has
passed through the developmental phase having started operations in 1985, and can now be
classified as a medium-sized gold producer. In
their most recent quarter they milled 31 ,000
ounces of gold and were profitable. First

First Western Financial is the largest independent savings
and loan in Nevada and it has recently expanded into the
Pacific Northwest. There has been little or no growth in
revenues or earnings in the past few years but the company
is profitable and is paying a generous five percent cash
dividend.
-Joseph Baldez, Shearson Lehman Hutton

Mississippi uses state-of-the-art production
methods and has an ongoing exploration effort. This is a lesser known player in the
mining business in Northern Nevada and as
such deserves consideration.

CIRCUS CIRCUS
They have put together an impressive growth
record and carry a well-deserved reputation
for innovative expansion and carefully controlled operations. This reputation is expected
to extend to its newest venture, the Excalibur.
This positive opinion is widely held and the
stock is selling at a price that doesn't allow for
any problems, such as a sell-off in the stock
market or some other negative economic event.
Therefore, I would buy this stock during price
weaknesses and would consider selling a portion of my stock to assure profits. Over the
long term this is an excellent holding.
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From Kevin Palmer at PaineWebber:

CIRCUS CIRCUS
My favorite from last year. The company is
on line to complete the Excalibur and they are
within expected budget allocations with a
minimum amount of debt in comparison to
other projects of its magnitude. The company's stock has performed well within the
best expectations of last year and with the
impact of the addition in Las Vegas and Laughlin, a strong gain is possible.
However, implicit in my earlier forecast for
this year was the assumption that the company 's stock repurchase authorization would
be successful and thus we had been assuming
that the capitalization of the company would
shrink to close to 28 million shares in the
second half of the year, down from over 31
million shares at the end of the last fiscal year.
I was also assuming that the share repurchases

"People who bought in 1982, and held, generally made
money in the market. Those who buy as the new decade
begins can do so as well, by selecting high quality companies with traditional earnings that tend to maintain their
market share. There's still money to be made, no question
about it."
-Kevin Palmer, PaineWebber
would be at prices between $30 and $35 a
share with the average purchase price at the
low end of the range. The strong stock price
recently has caused me to rethink this assumption and I now believe that it is unlikely unless
there is some sort of crack in the market. If
shares are purchased at these levels, while still
probably antidilutive based on earnings forecast for next year, such purchases would be
dilutive to this year's EPS estimates.

MGMGRAND
The company intends to expand its operations by building a large-scale hotel/entertainment complex targeted toward family visitors.
The company's management presently estimates that it will cost in excess of$600 million
to construct the MOM Grand Hotel and Theme
Park, and that construction will begin in early
1991. The company has not previously operated a project of its anticipated size. They have

10
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had success with their Desert Inn Investment
Property . MOM believes the location will be
one of the premier locations in Las Vegas.
Included in part of the land acquisitions are all
of the assets of the Marina, other than cash and
receivables. It is payable, under the acquisition agreements, approximately $85 million in
cash and 1,764,706 shares of common stock.

JACKPOT
Though the company ' s stock has taken a
drop in recent months, it has now greater
upside. Recently the company has acquired
some new routes and has extended some of its
leases on existing routes. For a transitional
period, all of this has changed the reported net
income and EPS outlook. Much of this change,
however, reflects the negative impact of the
application of accounting principals during
the transition period, rather than-deterioration
in Jackpot's fundamentals . EPS are now expected to be below earlier forecasts for the next
three quarters; but revenues will probably
match or exceed earlier forecasts by the June
quarter and operating cash flows could be
ahead of these earlier forecasts as soon as the
March 1990 quarter.
In terms of cash flow and operating earnings, the slot casino and route acquisitions
have added to Jackpot's bottom line. In the
case of the older routes, the impact of revisions
that were made when various lease extensions
were negotiated have had a short-term negative impact on results. This should diminish
and not be perceptible after the fiscal year-end.
NEVADA POWER
For the income-oriented investor, Nevada
Power offers no nuclear involvement and
minimal acid rain exposure responsibility, and
its construction program is basically complete
and no longer an unpredictable liability. Longterm sales growth is estimated at three to four
percent with the potential of one of the fastest
growing markets in the country, and one in
which air conditioning is a major factor.
Another advantage is Nevada Power's close
proximity to California and its potential to
supply power to that state. The dividend is
strong at 6.3 on a price of 23 3/4.
"People who bought in 1982, and held, generally made money in the market," Palmer
concluded, "those who buy as the new decade
begins can do so as well, by selecting highquality companies with traditional earnings
that tend to maintain their market share. There's
still money to be made, no question about it."
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International Gold Show Held in Reno
by Harold Hough

-

hanks to the rich ore found in the
Carlin Trend and other gold-bearing
geological formations , Nevada produces the equivalent of over three
ounces of gold each year for each person in the
state, a greater per capita production than any
other major gold producing country. This is
why the United States has become the second
largest Western producer of gold and why
"World Gold '89", the first meeting of its type,
was held at Bally 's Hotel and Casino in Reno
last November.
More than 1,500 gold mining experts attended this first joint international meeting
between the Society for Mining, Metallurgy,
and Exploration and the Australasian Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy. They came from
every continent but Antarctica and represented every major gold producing and processing country in the free world. Their goal
according to the conference chairman Dr.
Roshan Bhappu was to, "exchange ideas , look
at each other's practices, and bring the mining
society a little closer. "
The keynote speaker was Anthony Petrina,
the chief executive officer of Placer Dome Inc.
of Canada. His speech concerned the future of
gold and the mining industry . Since environmental issues will continue to grow in importance, he felt the solutions would require technologies like bio-leaching and a consolidation
of the industry through mergers. "I see a time
when less than half the current number of
companies will be mining gold in North America," he said.
His talk about consolidation didn 't mean
this is a time for retrenchment. In fact, these
could be termed golden times for the industry
as major gold deposits and new technologies
have rejuvenated a sector that appeared to be
headed for extinction in the United States in
the early 1970s. Processing methods like heap

T

If Nevada was a
country, it would
be the sixth largest
gold producer in
the world.

-

leaching lower costs and allow miners to process ore with microscopic particles of gold.
Miners can now return to deposits that were
once considered worthless. This was the catalyst that allowed the nation 's gold industry to
bounce back at a pace that Consolidated Goldfields called, "Little short of extraordinary."
New mining technologies are only part of
the mining renaissance. Geologists are also
find.ing more gold ore deposits. One such
discovery is the Carlin Trend, a 40-mile long
geological formation in Eureka County, Nevada that is the center of a new gold rush. No
better example of its importance can be found
than that many of the geologists at the meeting
referred to other promising gold deposits
around the world as "Carlin-type deposits."
The Carlin Trend was discovered in 1960 by
Newmont Mining. However, the low price of
gold and the high costs of traditional gold mining limited operations and further exploration
in the area. It wasn't until the 1980s that bulk
mining methods and high gold prices permitted profitable activity. Since then, over 9.6
million troy ounces of gold have been mined in
this area, 1.6 million troy ounces in 1989
alone. This growth isn' t expected to taper off
either since geologists have already found
reserves of over 52 million ounces of gold in
deposits throughout the trend.

Showcase for local companies
The opportunity to witness Nevada 's gold
rush first hand attracted many people to World
Gold '89. Show sponsors had expected about

500 and were pleasantly surprised when three
times that number arrived. Of tbe 1,500 who
attended the meeting, about 25 percent were
from outside the United States. Many of those
had made the trip from Australia.
The attendance numbers thrilled ex hibitors
who have experienced increased business activity as a res ult. Paula Hobson, the head of
marketing for the Mark Group, an engineering
and geology consulting firm in Las Vegas,
said, "The turnout at our booth was better than
ex-pected. We have developed several potential projects and gained many other important
leads." As a result, they expect to attend more
meetings like this in the future, including the
gold show planned for Reno th is September.
Another Nevada company poised to reap
benefits from World Gold '89 was Kappes,
Cassiday & Associates. Although they are an
international engineering and manufacturing
firm for the gold mining industry, their headquarters were only a block from the meeting.
They used the opportunity to display gold
processing equipment and their prototype of
an "on-site" cyanide manufacturing plant.
This plant can be installed at a gold mine and
produce cyanide without the cost or the hazards involved in transporting it to the mine. '
Kappes, Cassiday & Associates is an example of the type of company that is prospering in evada because of the Carlin Trend. The
firm was formed in 1972 to process zinc oxide,
but evolved in the mid-1970s into gold and
silver mining experts. As one of the oldest engineering firms speciali zi ng in heap leaching
and processing low grade gold ore, they are
well positioned to help mining companies treat
the deposits found throughout Nevada. Although it only has 45 employees, Kappes,
Cassiday & Associates is well known throughout the world and has assisted gold mining operations on every continent except Antarctica.
AMP •
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Conference papers outline
new technology
The papers presented at the conference
covered three major subjects: exploration,
mining and processing. Although each session
was well received, the best attended sessions
were geology and exploration.
Several papers dealt with remote detection
of gold deposits. This has sparked additional
interest since the Japanese recently found a
gold deposit in New Guinea just by analyzing
satellite photographs. Many remote methods
for discovering gold were discussed at the
meeting, including aerial photography, magnetic measuring, radiometric measurements,
X-ray diffraction and infrared reflectance.
Another set of papers dealt with the confusing and sometimes contradictory results of
assays. John Huddle of Cone Geochemical
presented a detailed mathematical paper that
used statistics to prove that ore samples can
have widely varying results. Ifr fact, he went so
far as to prove that it may be close to impossible for an assay to reflect the true values in
the ore. This explains why many gold deposits
have had poor assay results in the past. Both
Huddle and another speaker suggested ways to
eliminate errors in the sampling process.
The environment kept surfacing as an issue
on papers discussing mining and processing.
Some potential solutions were offered to various environmental problems including using
thiourea instead of cyanide, detoxifying cyanide with hydrogen peroxide, and less hazardous methods of processing gold ore.
One session discussed the treatment of refractory ores. These are especially difficult to
process today given their toxic nature. Some
methods discussed were bioleaching, pressure
oxidation and smelting. In most cases the
method used depended on the ore, costs and
the environmental issues.
Although the meeting was technical, gold ' s
role in the financial world was covered. Most
agreed that a few changes were expected in the
1990s. Petrina of Placer Dome saw more gold
loans and hedging of production. For instance,
he disclosed that 70 percent of his company's
gold production for 1990 and 1991 had already
been hedged at prices over $400.
At World Gold ' 89, Nevada gold districts,
many less than a day ' s drive from the meeting,
were the center of attraction. Since most of the
attendees weren' t from Nevada, a three-day
field trip to the Carlin Trend was held at the
end of the conference for those wanting a
oetter look at the geology and mines . Those
who participated saw six of the largest mines
and processing plants in Nevada. It was a
fitting conclusion to a show that helped solidify Nevada's place in the world's gold produc~wmmoo~.
•
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Designing
Architecture
for Nevada's
Unyielding
Desert

The U.S. Postal Service' s General Mail and Ve hicle Maintenan ce Facility in Las Vegas

n Las Vegas or Reno one can pick out
those buildings designed by JMA
Architects and Engineers, Inc. They
are created specially for their desert
environment - stark lines and sun-shaded
windows, built of materials from the desert,
and always appropriate for their surroundings.
JMA leads the field in contemporary desert
architecture.
JMA, one of the oldest and the largest Nevada architectural firms , has been meeting the
challenge of Nevada' s desert environment
since 1943, when it was incorporated as Jack
Miller Associates. With almost 55 employees,
the fum now specializes in complex, multidisciplinary projects ranging from major
administrative headquarters to regional convention centers. Buildings designed by JMA
have earned numerous awards from groups
like the American Institute of Architects,
American Association of School Administration and the National Association of Industrial
and Office Parks.
JMA, as project architect, has planned the
major convention center expansions in Las
Vegas and Reno, as well as the Clark County

I

Detention Center, the new prototype for Clark
County 's elementary schools, hospitals and
academic buildings for the University of Nevada Las Vegas.
With its own interdisciplinary team on staff,
JMA studies the way a client operates, learns
the client's needs, and matches them to various
design strategies.
Understanding how a building fits into evada's desert environment is the key to JMA 's
successful designs. According to JMA President Thomas J. Schoeman, ALA, "Southern
Nevada is unique from other desert communities in that it doesn' t have a long history of
development. You have an opportunity to establish and utilize contemporary materials in a
passive and desert-responsive approach .
Things that I think are appropriate to the desert
are concrete block and ceramic tiles that may
not ti~ in with historical recall, but certainly tie
in with the desert coloration."
The detention center' s deeply recessed horizontal windows that protect against the intense sun, the earth covering that protects students at Gibson Elementary School from the
desert heat, and the use of indirect outside light
AM P •
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Citicorp' s Credil Services Headquarters in Las Veg as

at Gibson and at the Nevada Power Company
operations center are design elements that
mark JMA 's desert-style architecture.
JMA designed a park atop the Gibson Elementary School to make maximum use of the
site, Schoeman says. The earth covering keeps
the building cool. To avoid a feeling of being
underground, JMA wrapped classrooms and
multipurpose spaces around a central courtyard that diffuses natural light into the building. Now, Gibson is the prototype design for
Clark County 's earth-sheltered elementary
schools in the 1990s.
The firm 's designs also feature a contemporary look with what Schoeman calls "timeless
interiors." "The things I like the best change
very little," he says. "A Rolls Royce doesn ' t
have to change. A good design has timelessness to it. We try to design our buildings to
have that timelessness .
"JMA buildings are based on simplicity,"
Schoeman explains, "and not a particular frill
or fad of the moment. The interior has to
function well, it has to be organized well, it has
to coordinate well." JMA doesn' t stop at the
interior design, the firm also provides spaceplanning services, right down to the design of
employee work stations.
Another trademark of JMA design is an
emphasis on design for growth : master planning for a building 's future. "Master planning
should reflect the dynamics of the company
and its own ability to want to change," says
Schoeman, " the trick is designing to allow that
future to occur."
JMA designed the 40,000-square-foot Desert Research Institute building so it could grow

eventually to 350,000 square feet on its 11acre site on the UNL V campus. The Citicorp
Credit Services headquarters west of Las
Vegas was designed in three phases. Phases I
and II, with 250,000 square feet , are completed. When phase III is finished, the total
structure will contain 400,000 square feet,
with parking for 1,800 vehicles. JMA planned
the two-story St. Rose de Lima Hospital in
Henderson to rise five more stories as the need
justifies additional construction.
JMA recognizes the needs of a client and
tries to meet them with its designs, says Schoeman. The local post office wanted a government image and a low-maintenance building
for its 260,000-square-foot General Mail and
Vehicle Maintenance Facility in Las Vegas,
Schoeman recalls. "We used sand-blasted
concrete masonry, which is a wonderful desert
material, and ceramic tile. It gave the building
a tailored look, which is appropriate for the
government, yet is easy to maintain. They
never have to paint it; they never have to do
anything with it. They believe it to be their
most successful facility in the country. "
Citicorp 's primary consideration, on the
other hand, was time - the bank-services
company needed a building in six months.
"They also wanted a high-tech image," says
Schoeman. "For the building material, we
chose a metal skin, because we can prefab and
erect that much quicker than any other material, and it looks great. "
These projects, and hundreds of others, illustrate JMA Architects and Engineer's philosophy. As Schoeman puts it: "Good architecture is simply good problem solving." .
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--------------------------------CORPORATE FINANCING

The dramatic
leveraging of
corporate America
during the 1980s is
giving way to an
equally dramatic
round of debt
restructuring and
de-leveraging.

Reality Confronts
Leveraged Buyouts

One in ten at risk
everaged buyouts , or LBOs ,
emerged as one of the decade's
most popular financing techniques available to acquirers of
businesses. The number ofLBOs rose from 99
in 1981 to 316 in 1988, a more than 200 percent
increase. The aggregate value of these transactions soared more than l ,200 percent-- from
$3 .1 billion in 1981 toover$42 billion in 1988.
"The explosion in the number and aggregate dollar value of LBOs, together with the
effects of higher purchase prices and greater
leverage, raise the possibility that some LBO
companies -- perhaps one in ten -- could
falter," warned William F. Henze II of the
international law firm of Jones, Day, Reavis &
Pogue. Henze and his Jones Day colleagues
recently published a study of the legal and
practical considerations of LBO restructurings_in Th e Business Lawyer.

L

Future is Uncertain
"Although the default rate on LBO debt has
been modest so far, some observers are less
sanguine about the future," Henze said. "For a
number of reasons, it's a good bet that some
number of LBOs will require restructuring or
bankruptcy protection in the next few years.
Some already have."
Henze said the need to restructure an LBO
is not necessarily a sign of a bad deal. Instead,
it may reflect the need to realign investors ' and
lenders ' obligations with the reality of the
business environment.
According to Henze:
-- About ten percent of large LBOs are
likely to need at least some restructuring, involving as much as $10 billion. That percentage could increase if the economy turns sour.
- It takes eight times more manpower to
"redo" an LBO than it took to put the deal
together in the first place.
-Because of the sensitive nature of a company ' s financial troubles, few out-of-court
restructurings are ever made public.

-- A small number of specialty firms exist
to invest in the securities of troubled LBOs and
are willing to take a substantial risk in return
for a substantial investment opportunity .

'Mature' LBOs Face Problems
Henze anticipates a round of major debt
restructurings in the early 1990s as the LBOs
of the mid- to late-1980s "mature" and many
experience problems. Trouble, he said, will
likely stem from one or more of three sources :
--A downturn in the company 's business.
-An unanticipated change in the economy
or in interest rates.
-A price that was simply too hi gh.
"There may not be much leeway before cash
flow becomes insufficient and something
needs to be done to avert default," Henze said.
"Without available financi ng or the ability to
spin off assets at acceptable prices , there is no
practical alternative to a restructuring.
" Most will result in a de-leveraging of the
company. The real questions in any LBO restructuring are how the cost of that de-leveraging is to be shared and how it will be effected."
In cases where restructuring cannot be
worked out, companies may resort to "consensual" or "pre-packaged" reorgani zation under
the protection of bankruptcy laws, according
to Henze.

Battle for Corporate Control
Restructurings are complex, fragile transactions, Henze said, because of the many parties
involved, the small equity positions, and the
existence of large amounts of subordin ated
debt and senior debt. The desire to achieve
harmony among the disparate interests can
create a battle for control of the company.
In seeking to work out a restructuring, said
Henze, a company should anticipate clashes
on several fronts - fraudulent conveyance
claims, tax problems and lender liability risks.
FraudulenT conveyan ce claims. When an
LBO company encounters financial difficulty,
AMP .
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the parties to the original deal may face challenges from the LBO company's pre- or postLBO trade creditors or other creditors that did
not participate in the LBO, Henze said .
"Although there are several avenues of
creditor attack, the greatest exposure currently
is posed by fraudulent conveyance law," he
said. "Fraudulent conveyance law is particularly attractive to creditors of an insolvent
LBO company because it focuses on the perceived financial weaknesses of LBOs."
A lot is at stake, Henze said, because a
successful fraudulent conveyance challenge
can completely void:
-The right of the LBO company 's former
shareholders to retain the proceeds they received from their sale of the company 's stock.
-The right of the LBO company 's former
shareholders to enforce claims for deferred
portions of the acquisition price.
- The right of an LBO lender to enforce
loan obligations owed by the LBO company.
-The validity of an LBO lender's liens and
security interests in the LBO company's assets.
"Restructuring requires careful analysis of
potential fraudulent conveyance challenges,"
said Henze. "Creditors' bargaining power in
relation to that of selling shareholders or the
LBO lenders may be greatly enhanced by the
threat of a fraudulent conveyance challenge."
Tax problems. Henze said tax issues frequently become a low priority for an LBO
company because interest and depreciation
deductions typically eliminate most, if not all,
taxable income and, in many cases, generate
large net operating losses (NOL).
However, he said, an LBO company that is
forced to restructure should expect major tax
issues to arise for four principal reasons:
-Unless the debtor is insolvent, cancellation of debt outside Chapter II bankruptcy
protection triggers ordinary income equal to
the face amount of the indebtedness forgiven.
- Debt exchanges, whether actual or constructive, to a creditor can trigger taxable gain
measured by the difference between the value
of the new debt over the creditor' s basis in the
old debt.
- If more than 50 percent in value of the
stock of a loss corporation changes hands, the
amount of its future income that may be sheltered by prior NOLs is limited. If the corporation fails to meet business continuity requirements, the NOL may be eliminated entirely.
-Current law 's ten percent tax on the excess of book income over taxable income will
often be triggered by write-offs of unprofitable operations. Typically, those write-offs
will be reflected for book purposes before they
will be deducted for tax purposes, eventually
generating alternative minimum tax liability.
Lender liability risks. Henze pointed out
16
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"If the disputes that arise
during an attempt to
restructure a troubled
LBO company appear to
be a 'battle' over who
controls the company,
bankruptcy may simply
serve as a new
battlefield."
that when an LBO company seeks to restructure its debt, the lenders to the LBO - particularly senior lenders- may be asked to agree
to a moratorium, extension, refinancing, or
even a subordination of their interests to one or
several other lenders . In exchange for a compromise of their position, lenders may receive
collateral or an equity position, as well as
closer supervision of the LBO company and its
business performance.
"In this situation, lenders - especially
senior lenders - must be careful to avoid
liability under various emerging theories of
lender liability in administering the problem
loan," Henze said.
The most common way for lenders to an
LBO to expose themselves to liability, Henze
said, is to exercise undue control over the management or operations of the LBO company
either before, during, or after a restructuring.
"The point at which lenders' actions constitute undue control is not sharply defined,"
Henze said, "Prudent lenders will constantly
evaluate whether a course of action could lead
to such a determination- particularly in the
restructuring of any LBO company 's debt."
Where the lenders' control over the LBO
company is excessive, the lenders may be
liable to the company or to third parties, including other creditors, for breach of any special duty they assume as a result of that control.

The Bankruptcy Alternative
For an LBO company that fails to meet its
projections and is unable to restructure its
indebtedness , the only alternative may appear
to be to begin a case under either Chapter 7 or
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.
However, another option to this often timeconsuming process is a "pre-packaged" reorganization under Section 1126(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, Henze said. Under this approach,
a debtor may propose and solicit acceptances
of a plan of reorganization before filing its
bankruptcy petition.

However, Henze conceded, " In light of the
fact that an LBO company will begin to consider bankruptcy when it is unable to obtain a
voluntary restructuring, it may be difficult to
obtain the consent of a sufficient number of
creditors before the petition is filed. "
Henze said that although liquidation under
Chapter 7 is an option, most faltering LBO
companies will initially seek to reorganize
under Chapter II because of their desire to
continue in business and reorganize indebtedness on new, less costly terms.
" Despite threats to the contrary, most equity
ho lders and creditors, especially the holders of
unsecured debt, are not likely to force a conversion of the Chapter II reorganization to a
Chapter 7 liquidation," Henze said . "They
recognize that the sale prices received for the
LBO company 's assets in a liquidation likely
would not approach the true value of those assets if they were sold as an ongqing business."
Because a troubled LBO company usually
needs breathing room and time to accumulate '
cash, a Chapter II reorganization is particu- •
larly well-suited because of its structure and
procedures, as well as the protections it affords
a debtor, said Henze.
First, upon filing a bankruptcy petition, the
LBO company achieves indirectly what it
could not achieve directly during its attempt to
restructure - a temporary suspension of its
debt service obligations and a suspension of
attempts by creditors to foreclose upon or
assert liens against any of its properties.
A second aspect of bankruptcy that is particularly beneficial to an LBO company is that
the company is under no obligation- and is,
in fact, generally prevented - from paying
any pre-petition claims. Moreover, interest an
the unsecured debt is effectively suspended
during the bankruptcy proceeding.

A New Battlefield
By the time a troubled LBO company restructures its debt or enters bankruptcy proceedings, the glowing optimism that surrounded the original deal has all but vanished
and reality has closed in.
Henze concludes, "The reduced optimism
that bankruptcy brings for LBO participants
also triggers more than the usual amount of
litigation," he said. "Bankruptcy also entails
significant changes for the LBO company changes that may prove particularly difficult
for management that had anticipated unfettered discretion and significant profits from
the operation of its business.
" If the disputes that arise during an attempt
to restructure a troubled leveraged buyout
company appear to be a ' battle' over who controls the company, bankruptcy may simply
serve as a new battlefield. "
•
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by Jay Goldinger

Choosing a Financial Advisor

c

onventional wisdom holds that professional investors - people who
manage money full time - make
big money for themselves and their
clients; otherwise, at some point, they would
be out of business and out of cash.
Don' t you believe it. Dr. Norman Zadeh, a
former Stanford University professor of applied mathematics who created the U.S. Trading Championship five years ago, says that
often less than one-fourth of the close to 3,000
people who enter this Super Bowl for speculators and short-term investors post profits. That
means the other three-fourths only break even
or lose money! Scary statistics, indeed.
Zadeh, who heads the Financial Traders in
Beverly Hills, California, says his goal is to
"provide the public with information to judge
actual abilities of brokers and other financial
advisors. I'm tired of listening to chronic losers giving investment advice."
Miracle workers for personal investors do
not exist. You must take responsibility for
your own money. If you want to make your
own investment decisions, be willing to invest
your time and gray matter in your research.
Then find an investment broker who can be
both sounding board and collaborator, not just
someone who simply feeds you a steady
stream of"ideas" every week. Or, subscribe to
an investment newsletter that gives advice and
delivers results, and then follow its recommendations on a do-it-yourself basis.
Do you have neither the time nor the interest
but simply want results? Try an investment
advisor, but don't just hand over your money
and walk away. For modest investors, no-load
mutual funds give you diversification, a professional money manager (to whom you can
never talk) and small minimums, sometimes
as low as $1 ,000. Second, consider a regis-

Because money
managers and
financial advisors
who post a profit
are in the minority,
it is important to
remain involved in
your investments
and take
responsibility for
your own money.
tered investment advisor who has full discretion to make buy and sell decisions with your
money without consulting you for approval.
They ' re paid a fee ranging from one to two
percent or more of the assets they manage.
But how do you choose a pro if most don't
make money for their clients? "You must look
at their track record over the past 15 years,"
says Zadeh. "While the SEC says advisors
must disclose three years of (performance
data), that's not enough. Some who've done
well for their clients in the last three years
fared poorly over the last ten years." As for
picking a mutual fund, Zadeh warns investors
not to be swayed by advertising that touts a
"family of funds" and the ease of switching
around. If a fund family has ten funds, "usually
eight are mediocre and two do well. But there
is no probability of future success."
His suggestion: "look for funds that pass the
long-term consistency test - with a track
record like Fidelity's Magellan Fund- and
invest with a large fund." Zadeh says investors
can 't afford to be guinea pigs for start-up funds
or eager-to-learn advisors.
One of the nation's smartest investors,
William O'Neil, founderoflnvestor' s Daily, a

newspaper for hands-on investors, insists that
you deal only with advisors who can "demonstrate proof of much better than average performance, and only a minority can," adds
O'Neil. "You want proven competence." At
any investment brokerage, ask the boss to
meet the person on his staff "who's successful
in managing their own account. That will wipe
out three-fourths of the brokerage firm 's staff
and will make your selection process easier."
O'Neil, whose superb book, How to Make
Money in Stocks (McGraw-Hill), spells out his
own successful investments, says to beware of
any advisor who jumps you in and out of the
market. As a long-haul investor, he likes mutual funds that have performed in the top 15
percent of all funds over the past ten to 15
years. Sure, in any bear market, a strongperforming fund "will come off (drop) 20 to 30
percent," he says, "but don't get scared. That's
the time to buy more."
How do you find a Blue Chip investment
advisor who delivers results, not rhetoric?
Hulbert' s Financial Digest tracks the 150 best
advisors monthly, and its Washington, D.C.based publisher, Mark Hulbert, says long-term
performance is crucial, but look beyond the
numbers.
He digs to find out how much of a gambler
the advisor is. "There is no great virtue in
undertaking risk, so we look at what we call the
'risk-adjusted performance' (RAP) to find the
advisors who achieve the greatest returns yet
take the least risk." Stresses Hulbert: "Know
thy own risk tolerances and don't just chase
today 's sizzlers or can't-miss tips from well
meaning friends ."
Frankly, I wouldn' t choose a money manager without first consulting my CPA. Your
accountant should be your financial partner all
year long- not just at tax time- and I would
AMP •
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want to be certain that my CPA and my investment advisor are on the same wavelength
when it comes to my money.
"What you 're looking for today is credibility and good personal chemistry ," says Michael Shinners, a principal in the Green Bay,
Wisconsin, CPA firm of Shinners, Hucovski.
"In helping a client find an investment advisor,
we ask (the advisor) for a detailed write-up on
the employees of their firm and their length of
service, performance data and listing of current clients."
Two Texas-based executives with Price,
Waterhouse & Co. have some strong views on

"You should have the
ability to pull the plug
at any time duri[lg the
relationship if you're
not satisfied with the
progress or results."
picking and working with investment advisors. Micah Buehler, senior accountant in the
Audit Division of Price' s Fort Worth office,
says, "Your most valuable resources for locating an advisor are your other (professional)
associates like dentists, doctors and lawyers,"
along with your accountant. "Yet keep in mind
what works for other people may not necessarily work for you. "
Greg Bardnell of Price, Waterhouse's financial services unit in Dallas, available as an
advisor to Buehler and other Price accountants, maps out, implements and monitors
long-term financial plans but doesn ' t actually
buy and sell stocks and bonds . lnstead, he finds
brokers and financial professionals who
handle the transactions.
Still, he cautions, leave yourself an escape
hatch in any arrangement. "You should have
the ability to pull the plug at any time during
the relationship if you ' re not satisfied with the
progress or the results. "
•

Jay Goldinger is an in vestment counselor with
Capital Insight in Beverly Hills, California,
specializing in bonds, money market instruments, and U.S. and international investments. He also writes the Moneywatch column appearing weekly in the Las Vegas Re- .
view Journal.
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by Richard Chulick

Discounted Stock Options
A New Twist to Deferring Compensation
Return

Cash vs. Discounted Stock Options
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relative newcomer is gaining
popularity as an alternative to the
traditional deferred compensation
plan: nonqualified discounted
stock options. While only a few
companies are offering these options as incentives to key executives and as compensation
alternatives to outside directors, these salary
deferral plans are beginning to take hold.
Key executives or outside directors may be
offered the opportunity to defer a portion of
their compensation in exchange for discounted stock options (DSOs). Typically
these nonqualified stock options are exercisable for a token amount- perhaps as low as
one dollar a share. Their value is the difference
-or spread- between the market price at the
time of grant (FMV) and their exercise price.
To calculate how many options would be received, divide the amount of deferred compensation by the spread:

Compensation Deferred
Number of DSOs =
FMV - Exercise Price
For example, assume that Jeff Ortwein
elects to defer $20,000 of compensation for
the equivalent in discounted stock options. If
Jeff makes that election when shares are trading at $17 a share and the exercise price is one
dollar, he will receive I ,250 options ($20,000/
16 =1,250). The advantages of the discounted
stock option deferral plan include:
Tax Deferral. Income taxes on the deferred
compensation as well as the appreciation
value of the underlying stock are postponed
until the options are exercised.
Flexibility. Once the plan's holding requirements are met, the options may be exercised at
any time. Option holders may control how
much deferred compensation is taxed and
when taxation will occur.
Greater Return on Investment. Because dis-
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---,
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Holding Periods
Assumptions: A current spread of $10 on the DSO, an annual yield of 8% and a tax rate of 30%.

counted stock options are invested with pretax
dollars, option holders are potentially able to
realize a higher level of effective earnings. The
graph above depicts the incremental effect of
this "leveraging" opportunity.
The negative aspects of the discounted
stock option include:
Market Risk. If an election to defer compensation with DSOs is made, the executive may
risk a lower rate of return than on cash or with
a traditional deferral plan. Conversely, DSOs
may offer the opportunity of a greater return
should the value of the underlying stock go
up. If the market price is expected to appreciate, electing DSOs may be a good bet.
If higher tax rates are in the offing, electing
to defer compensation in exchange for DSOs
may be a poor strategy.
Chart "B" illustrates the affordable increase
in tax rates for various holding periods, assuming the DSO will appreciate ten percent a year
before tax. The opportunity rate is the after-tax
return available on the investment portfolio.
Lack of Liquidity. The cash value of DSOs
is not available until the exercise date provided
in the plan.
Pension Reduction . Deferred amounts
could reduce eventual pension or other qualified plan benefits if the company's pension
formula is based on current Form W-2 compensation.

I CHART B I
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The IRS. The IRS may view DSO plans as a
way to circumvent standard deferred compensation rules. As more companies adopt these
plans, the IRS may decide to treat a grant of a
DSO as a taxable event, especially if the exercise price of the option is insignificant and
little or no waiting period is required before
exercising the option.
These are just some thoughts to consider.
Your tax and financial advisors can provide
more detailed information and should be con•
sulted before any action is taken.
Richard Chulick is a tax partner with the firm
Deloitte & Touche .
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Nevada
Briefs

HUD honors
Metropolitan Homes
with housing award
Metropolitan Homes has been honored by
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) for their assistance in
furthering fair housing in Southern Nevada, it
was announced by Bruce Stokes, president of
Metropolitan Homes.
The BUD-sponsored Community Housing
Resource Board of Southern Nevada (CHRB)
formally recognized Metropolitan Homes
with the respected "Logo Award" for their
compliance in meeting fair housing advertising regulations. Metropolitan Homes was
designated as one of only three area firms
recognized for their use of the HUD logo in
their housing advertisements.
The CHRB actively works towards furthering fair housing throughout the region. The
board also monitors local advertising placed in
newspapers, special housing publications,
billboards, signs, radio and television spots to
ascertain if these advertisements meet the
HUD regulations.
A HUD spokesperson explains that, "Use of
the Equal Housing Opportunity Logotype,
statement and/or slogan in advertising is a
means of educating the home-seeking public
that the property is available to all persons
regardless of race, color, religion, sex, handi- ·
cap, familial status or national origin."'
"We are pleased to help serve both HUD
and the home-buying public in this way. Home
20
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ownership remains one of the most significant
dreams shared by Americans and we are proud
to further the cause of fair housing for all ,"
commented Stokes.
Metropolitan Homes is currently developing a number of new home communities
throughout the Las Vegas Valley, including
Smoke Ranch 's newest luxury neighborhood
ofWindrose, luxury one- and two-story homes
and estates. Otherneighborhoods on the northwest side include the single family homes of
Sweetwater and Wellington. On the east and
southeast side of Las Vegas are the new communities of Mountain View and Champions
Green. Metropolitan is a division of First City
Properties, a multi-faceted corporation involved in commercial and residential real estate in the Western United States.

Deloitte and Touche
merger completed
Two of the largest accounting and professional services firms, Deloitte Haskins & Sells
and Touche Ross & Company, announced
completion of a merger in the United States.
William R. Hartman, office managing partner of Deloitte & Touche in Las Vegas, said
that the new firm here will have 70 partners
and employees serving clients in Las Vegas.
Among the clients ofDeloitte & Touche in the
Las Vegas area are The Hughes Corporation,
The Boyd Group, Sahara Resorts, Nevada
Power Company, Sierra Health Services, Valley Bank, First Western Savings, The Riviera
Hotel and the University of Nevada System.
They also serve numerous medium-sized
"middle market" businesses in the state.
Hartman said that, "The added breadth of
services and depth of talent available to our
clients will continue to make us the fastest
growing accounting firm in this region as we
enter the 1990s."
"The combination of Deloitte Haskins &
Sells and Touche Ross in the United States as
Deloitte & Touche enables us to offer added
expertise in all practice areas important to both
multinational clients and clients operating
exclusively in the United States," said J. Michael Cook, Deloitte & Touche chairman and
chief executive officer.
The fastest growing company in the profession, the newly combined firm will have
19,700 partners and employees serving clients
in over I 00 offices throughout the nation, and
the firm will rank third among the "Big Six"
accounting firms on the basis of projected
revenues of$1.9 billion for 1989.
"This merger is more than just a matter of
numbers," said Edward A. Kangas, managing
partner of Deloitte & Touche. "Deloitte &
Touche represents a qualitative achievement
created on a foundation of shared visions and
shared values between like-minded professional men and women across the country."

A meeting of the international member
firms of Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu was held
recently in New York to approve the formation
of the international organization. Kangas was
elected chief executive officer and Robert W.
Buesser chief operating officer of Deloitte
Ross Tohmatsu. The international organization was officially launched on January 2, with
member firms in Canada, Japan, the United
Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Australia, Singapore, Hong Kong, the
Middle East, Latin America and other major
countries throughout the world.

Nevada Beverage makes
donation to Opportunity
Village's new campus
Nevada Beverage Company has donated
, $250,000 to the recently launched Opportunity Village Capital Campaign for its new Las
Vegas Valley Campus for the Intellectually
Handicapped. This is the $6 million campaign 's first corporate donation.'
The company 's donation is tied to its sales
of Bud Light.J<orevery case of Bud Light sold •
in Southern Nevada, Nevada Beverage will
donate a nickel to Opportunity Village. The
$250,000 will be raised by 1992.
"Our entire company has supported Opportunity Village for a long time, and we are
especially pleased that we can contribute to the
realization of this new campus," said John
Wasserburger, chief executive officer of Nevada Beverage. "Opportunity Village is made
up of wonderful, hard-working people who are
truly trying to help themselves. Nevada Beverage and its employees are dedicated to helping
them achieve this goal."
1
Since 1985, Nevada Beverage has been one
of Opportunity Village' s staunchest supporters following a tour of the organization's facilities by Nevada Beverage employees.
"They were very impressed by the industriousness of the people at Opportunity Village,
and the organization 's self-sufficiency," said
Wasserburger.
In addition to monetary support, the beverage distributor regularly donates material and
equipment to Opportunity Village. Nevada
Beverage employees frequently volunteer at
the Opportunity Village facility, as well as the
organization 's many community and fundraising events.
Wasserburger sits on the Opportunity Village Advisory Board, and Larry Brown, Nevada Beverage Company 's planning and promotions manager, is on the Opportunity Village Board of Directors.
The Las Vegas Valley Campus for the Intellectually Handicapped will be located on six
acres of state land near the intersection of
Charleston and Jones Boulevards. The 55,445square-foot facility will house service and

training programs for Clark County 's largest
disabled population, the mentally retarded.
Southern Nevada's explosive growth rate
has caused an increased demand for the services Opportunity Village provides, making its
existing fac ilities inadequate. Current statistics indicate that mental retardation affects
three percent of all Nevadans, more than
20,000 residents of Clark County and one in
ten Southern Nevada families.
Opportunity Village is the largest nonprofit organization serving the handicapped in
:\"evada. Through client-supported busine e . Opportunity Village generates 72 percem of its total operating funds and saves
Southern . ·e\·ada rax payers an estimated $20
million per _·ear. Thar amount is expected to
- · :.::_million by !he year 2000.
_ · . ~g to be 100 percent self-suf=P · and people like those
Be e ge Company will allow us to
· - said _ like Husted. chief
of Opportunity Village.

ashoe County wins
national planning award
Washoe County's Capital Improvements
Program Pilot Study (CIP) has won the 1990
. 'ational Planning Award for Planning For
Public Improvements.
·'One-hundred-twelve entries in 14 categorie were considered. After reviewing all ofthe
ubmissions, the jury found Washoe County's
to be of unusually high merit," said Carole
Bloom. chair of the 1990 National Planning
Awards Committee.
The honor is awarded annually to a planning
organization which has developed the best
plan for tackling a difficult issue. The issue
chosen this year was planning for public improvements.
The American Planning Association will be
presenting the 1990 National Planning
Awards during its conference in Denver, Colorado, April 21-25, 1990.
The Capital Improvements Program Committee includes representatives from the office
of the county manager and departments of
comprehensive planning, general services and
public works. The committee selected as its
program an area of approximately 22 square
miles where the county provides water, sanitary sewer service and street maintenance.
."As a result of the pilot study, the board
made a one-time appropriation of more than
$500,000 towards preparation of the first
countywide CIP and an ongoing commitment
of $80,000 per year towards annual update,"
said John Hester, assistant director, comprehensive planning.
The first citywide CIP is scheduled for
adoption in early 1990 along with an impact
fee ordinance to help finance the project.

"Future improvements to other types of
facilities such as storm sewers, libraries and
parks will also be programmed using this
process," Hester said.
Washoe County's bond rating has recently
been upgraded by Standard and Poor's.

Firm links with
Centel Cellular to offer
office in a briefcase
The Computer Consultants Network, a
Nevada company, and Centel Cellular announced the introduction of the CelluComp
System, the next technological step in cellular
communications. The CelluComp System
incorporates a state-of-the-art cellular data
adapter along with a laptop computer, Kodak
Diconix printer and Motorola transportable
cellular phone packaged in a custom case.
The CelluComp System can be used from
any location that cellular voice communication is possible. If business is normally conducted in the field, data can be collected in the
field and transmitted to a main computer system without having to go back to the office. In
addition to up-loading data, central databases
can be accessed from the field, making important information available from almost any
remote location.
Some industries that the new system will
benefit include:
- Emergency service companies, such as
ambulance, fire and police, have instant access
from their vehicles to important and often lifesaving information.
-Dispatching functions of emergency and
service companies can be sent verbally and
confirmed over the cellular-computer link.
-Destination location can be facilitated by
central map databases accessible over the
CelluComp System.
-Military activities can be linked from the
field to large central computer systems for
active updating of plans and strategies.
-Travel agencies and other service companies can perform their service at a client's
location, providing the client real-time access
to any and all information. This means invoices can be prepared on the spot and at the
same time billing information can be uploaded to the central computer.
-Real estate agents can now access multiple listing databases from the field without
the need to return to the office to pull listings .
- Disaster preparedness programs.
The CelluComp System provides both
hardware and communications back-up for
computer systems. This is especially helpful to
multiple-site companies, such as fmancial
institutions, where remote site communications and computing capabilities may be
damaged or destroyed. The system, stored in a
secure place, can be set up at damaged loca-

tions bringing those sites back on-line quickly
and efficiently.
An additional step, adding one more dimension to cellular-computer communications, is
the ability to send and receive remote fax
transmissions. The CelluFax System, an addon product to the CelluComp System, allows a
person to send and receive a fax anywhere
cellular service is available. Containing a
portable, battery-powered (rechargeable) fax
machine, the CelluFax System works via an
acoustic connection with a cellular phone.
The Computer Consultants Network is a
full-service computer company that provides
computer and software programming, training, consulting and system and network design
and installation.

Southern Nevada
economic growth will
continue into new decade
The southwest division of McCarthy, a
construction management and general contracting firm that is ranked 32nd among the
nation 's largest general contractors, predicts
continued growth and expansion for the
Southern Nevada area throughout the decade.
According to the firm, Las Vegas owes
much of its existing economy to the recessionsensitive hotel, gaming and recreation (HGR)
sector, an industry which is currently experiencing an all-time high. Visitor volume has
risen by a steady 40 percent since 1970, while
visitor-generated revenues have skyrocketed
by a ten-fold increase. Hotel/motel occupancy
has jumped 130 percent and another easily
absorbed 12,000 rooms will be unleashed into
the market by 1990. HGR is responsible for
nearly one-third of all jobs and fully one-half
of all state tax revenue- a situation that could
be problematic during a national economic
downturn. However, the area 's economic
color is changing as city leaders court firms in
two industries projected to be very healthy in
the long term - aerospace and electronics.
State and local leaders continue to review
plans for expanded transportation systems.
One of the ambitious proposals currently
under review allows for development of two
light rail systems; one would link the Las
Vegas area with Southern California (at a cost
of approximately $2.6 billion) and join with
the second system, an intra-city people mover.
If instituted, the former project is expected to
create about 11 ,000 construction jobs over the
five- to seven-year period required to build the
system. Ridership projections point to an annual load of four to six million passengers.
Add these systems to the current blend of
three growing airfields, an existing mainline
railroad and a sprawling interstate network,
and the result is the rise of a distribution hub.
This fact has not gone unnoticed by the light
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manufacturing industry, as many such companies are surveying the Las Vegas region as the
next likely site for a distribution or manufacturing center. If this situation continues to
progress, it will likely be the single most
influential factor toward growing a positive
long-term economy for Las Vegas.
McCarthy 's southwest division currently
has over $220 million in projects underway in
the Southwestern United States. Among the
firm's major projects presently under construction in Nevada are both the $42 million
addition and remodel at Sam 's Town Gold
River Hotel and Casino and the $53 million
Emerald River Casino and Resort in Laughlin.

Although the de.sert tortoise has not delayed
the runway project, the endangered species list
has affected the airport's ability to acquire
aggregate from federally owned gravel pits in
Southern Nevada. The Bureau of Land Management closed these pits August 4, 1989,
when the tortoise was officially added to the
nation 's list of endangered species.
The Department of Aviation is now working with the Bureau of Land Management to
acquire a Free Use Permit for aggregate (sand
and gravel) extraction. A Free Use Permit
federal provision allows extraction of aggregate for public projects after biological assessments have been approved.

Factory outlet mall
planned for Sparks

Sierra Healtli Services
creates high school
scholarship program

Construction has commenced on a factory
outlet mall near Interstate 80 in Sparks, bringing the nation's fastest growing retail trend to
the Reno/Sparks area.
The $10 million, 140,000-square-foot enclosed mall is being developed by Ron Bath, of
Bath Casazza Development Inc. and RobertL.
Helms Construction.
Ground was broken in January on 17.5 acres
of land at the corner of Sparks Boulevard and
Lincoln Way, with completion scheduled for
August this year.
"We plan to open with more than two dozen
quality, top-line stores," said Bath. "The man
will have up to 45 store when it is complete.
"This will be a very attractive project for the
people who live and work here, as well as for
the millions of visitors who come to the Reno
area each year," he said.

Sierra Health Services announced that, for
the second consecutive year, it will be offering scholarships to Nevada high school seniors interested in pursuing a career in health
care. The scholarship program is available to
any graduating senior from a public high

school in Nevada who intends to go to college.
"The purpose of the scholarship is to promulgate an interest on the part of Nevada's high
school seniors to enter the health care industry," said Anthony M. Marlon, M.D., chairman, president and chief executive officer of
Sierra Health Services. " As the parent company of Health Plan of Nevada, Southwest
Medical Associates, Sierra Health and Life
Insurance Company and Family Health Care
Services, Sierra Health Services has a longstanding and deep commitment to seeing that
quality health care is available to our state's
residents. We believe these scholarships are an
excellent way to achieve this goal," he added.
A total of nine $1,000 scholarships will be
awarded in 1990. One of the nine is reserved
for the child of a Sierra Health Services employee. The money will be forwarded to the
accredited college or university upon Sierra' s
receipt of an official notification that the winner has been accepted and plans to enroll.
Weighed in the judging will be: an essay of
I ,000 words or less on why the student is
interested in pursuing a career in health care;
the student' s academic record, including
courses taken, grades, ranking, and college
admission test scores; and the student 's extra-

McCarran runway
construction proceeds
McCarran' s new runway is the first Clark
County construction project to receive the
green light from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Services after the desert tortoise was listed as
an endangered species. According to Clark
County Aviation Director Robert Broadbent,
the county will save tens of thousands of
dollars by maintaining the original construction schedule. " In any construction project,
delays mean significant costs," he said, "We
were fortunate that our airport project has a
federal nexus, or federal involvement, because it expedited our approval process."
The Department of Aviation conducted a
biological assessment of the area designated
for the new runway in August, 1989. No tortoises were found, and because the airport will
receive federal grant money for the runway,
the Department of Transportation and Federal
Aviation Administration acted on behalf of
McCarran in the required Section 7 consultation with U.S. Fish and Wildlife officials.
2.2
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Jerry Reeves (left). presidem and chief executive officer of Southwest Medical Associates joins Clark County
Commission Chairman Bruce WoodbW)' (center), and Antlwny Marlon M.D .. president, chailman and chief
executive officer of Sierra Health Services in recent ribbon cutting ceremonies f or Southwest Medical Center's sixth location in Las Vegas.

curricular activities and awards. Eligible students interested in applying for the Sierra
Health Services Health Care Scholarship
should contact their school's scholarship office for an application.

Omni-Means awarded
Lake Las Vegas
transportation plan
Omni-Means Engineers & Planners has
been selected to develop transportation plans
for Lake Las Vegas- a master-planned destination resort being developed by Transcontinental Properties - according to OmniMeans local manager George Glendenning.
The 2,200-acre project is just 13 miles from
downtown Las Vegas. When complete, it will
encompass 5,000 residential units, 15,000
resort hotel rooms, four golf courses, as well as
equestrian and tennis facilities . The resort will
also feature ample gaming opportunities, and
will be centered around a 320-acre lake.
"Transportation planning issues are probably the key factor relative to the overall integrity of the project," said Terry Phemister, director of planning and design for Lake Las
Vegas. "Our goal is to minimize the use of private automobiles, and maximize other means
of internal circulation.''
Omni-Means has a wealth of expertise in all
phases of transportation planning and engineering, with a special focus on computer
modeling for traffic analysis. Currently, Omni-Means is undertaking a San Joaquin County
Council of Governments-sponsored study of
Route 99 through Stockton, California.
Omni-Means Engineers & Planners provides services in civil engineering, structural
engineering, traffic engineering, landscape
architecture, land surveying, transportation
planning, urban design and planning and environmental studies. The firm has offices in
California, as well as Reno and Las Vegas.

New incorporations hit
record high in Nevada
Secretary of State Frankie Sue Del Papa
said that 11,282 new incorporations filed with
her office in 1989 representing an increase of
6. 11 percent over new incorporations ftled in
1988. Last year, 10,632 new incorporations
were filed.
Deputy for Corporations Cyndy Woodgate
believes Nevada will easily hit a total of
58 ,000 corporations in good standing, once all
the figures are in. Woodgate said she would
not be surprised if the numbers go even higher.
The number of incorporations in good
standing for 1988 was 52 ,387. If Nevada
reaches the 58,000 mark for 1989, this would
represent a 10.71 percent increase over 1988.

ICF Kaiser Engineers
awarded NTS contract
ICF Kaiser Engineers, an Oakland, California-based engineering and construction firm,
has won a task-order contract to provide environmental support services at the Nevada Test
Site (NTS), part of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Nevada Operations Office where
underground nuclear testing is conducted.
The contract- worth as much as $5 million
over the next three years - was awarded by
Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Co., Inc.
(REECo), a DOE contractor at the NTS .
Under the contract, ICF Kaiser Engineers
will help REECo develop and execute environmental restoration and compliance programs by providing expertise in four areas:
environmental services, training programs,
laboratory support and quality assurance and
control services.
To support work under this and other contracts, ICF Kaiser Engineers has established a
Las Vegas office. The new office further expands the company's growing presence here.
"One of our corporate objectives is to establish a major engineering presence in the Las
Vegas area, and we ·re three-for-three so far in
achieving that goal," says Raymond E. List,
company president. He explains that ICF Kaiser Engineers first pursued and won a $35 million contract in 1987 to manage and support
analytical laboratory work conducted for the
Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA)
SuperFund program. "That contract resulted
in our hiring a number of employees to work at
EPA facilities in Las Vegas,"' says List.
In early 1989, ICF Kaiser Engineers won a
five-year contract from EPA to build and
operate a Quality Assurance Technical Support Laboratory in Las Vegas. The laboratory
was built in record time, and will shortly house
25 ICF Kaiser Engineers employees.
List adds that the company will next attempt
to win the contract to provide the DOE Nevada
Operations office with management, operating and technical services. ICF Kaiser Engineers is also pursuing major scientific and
analytical support contracts for EPA 's Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory.
ICF Kaiser Engineers has established a
national reputation in environmental compliance and permitting, and in the cleanup and
management of hazardous, radioactive and
mixed wastes. The firm has provided extensive support to DOE in the area of environmental restoration and compliance.
ICF Kaiser Engineers is one of the nation's
largest engineering, construction and construction management firms, providing services to clients involved with environmental,
transportation, advanced technology, industrial and infrastructure projects worldwide.
The firm is a subsidiary of American Capital
and Research Corp. of Fairfax, Virginia.

Southern Nevada
top warehousing site
in Western U.S.
A recent study by a Princeton, Ne\\ Jers-~
based consulting firm supports what
local business leaders have long claimed
warehousing in Southern Nevada- that i··.
one of the cheapest and best-situated ires·
the country for storing and distributing goods
to California and the West.
Conducted by the Boyd Company. Inc.
behalf of the Nevada Development Authori~.
the four-month study used field work and inhouse research to compare the total operarih.:;
costs of identical distribution facilitie in me-ropolitan areas of California, Arizona. Coorado, Utah, Texas, Nevada and ew .\1exico.
The study concluded that the incorporaLerl
cities and adjacent rural areas of Las Veg North Las Vegas, Henderson. Boulder Ci.
and Mesquite offered not only the lowes;annual operating costs of the urveyed siies.
but also "superior locational fit for oe.
tributing warehousing facilities dest_
serve growing consumer and induslrlJ..
kets in Califo.-nia and the We t."
"The conclusion of the report i reall_surprise to the Nevada Development:\
ity," said NDA President and CEO Dennis
Stein. "We knew all along that Southern. ·evada is an ideal storage and distribution poim
for California-bound goods. What we \\anted
were updated comparisons of warehousing
costs by a qualified and objective third party 10
prove just how ideal our area is.'"
The Boyd study matched the estimated operating expenses of a 350,000-square-foot di tribution facility employing 125 nonexempt
workers and making annual shipments of 42
million pounds to a 10-city Western U.S. market. Expenses included transportation, electric
power, project amortization, taxes, heating
air conditioning and nonexempt labor costs.
The annual total savings such a facility
could expect from operating in Southern Nevada ranged from $106,000 (as compared to
Salt Lake City) to over $1.9 million (San
Francisco).
While it made no projections as to the
number of new warehousing operations
Southern Nevada could expect in the coming
decade. the study did note there has been an
increased interest in " proximate state" locations for California suppliers. "California's
high costs of doing business, its expensive
land and housing, and tightly regulated business climate are leading factors behind this
out-state facilities trend," it said.
The study also added that warehousing was
only one of several industries identified to
have "excellent locational suitability for
Southern Nevada's growing and diversifying
economic base."
•
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FIB announces
promotions
Lydia Orrantia, division
manager of First Interstate Bank
of Nevada's Corporate Real
Estate in Southern Nevada, has
been promoted to senior vice
president.
The Redlands, California
native came to First Interstate
Bank of Nevada in April , 1988 as
an inter-affiliate transfer from
FIB of California.

Steve Hackney
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US Home Corporation has
named Steve Hackney president
of its Las Vegas division.
Hackney, a 1978 graduate of
Southern Methodist University,
has been with US Home for over
nine years. His most recent
position with the company was
project manager for the US Home
master-planned community of
Los Prados.
Hackney is enthusiastic about
future plans for US Home in
Southern Nevada. "The group is
currently involved in the purchase
of several new parcels of land,"
he says. " I fmd it challenging, as
well as exciting to be associated
with a firm that 's as progressive
and successful as US Home."

Keith Companies
names project engineer

)

I

New division president
appointed for US Home
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The Keith Companies-Nevada
recently hired Ron Gunderson
as senior project engineer.
Gunderson, formerly president
of Community Development
Associates Inc., is a native
Nevadan. He received his
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering at the University of
Nevada, Reno. As senior project
engineer for The Keith Companies-Nevada, Gunderson will be
special projects engineer for the
MacDonald Ranch development.
Gunderson is a member of the
American Society of Civil Engineers and the National Society
of Professional Engineers.

First Interstate Bank of
Nevada Gaming Division's
Corporate Account Officer Brad
Peterson has been promoted to
vice president.
Peterson joined First Interstate
in 1985 as a corporate finance
officer. Several months later, he
was given the title of assistant
vice president. A native of
Nebraska, Peterson has a
bachelor of science degree in
business administration from
Kearney State College in
Nebraska.
First Interstate Bank of Nevada
Vice President John Helms has
been named the bank's Southern
Nevada Corporate Banking
Division manager.
Helms joined First Interstate in
1978 as a management trainee in
Reno. He has worked as an
operations officer, a corporate
fmance officer in the bank 's
Gaming Division and a corporate
finance officer in the Corporate
Banking Division.
A native of Alexandria, Louisiana, Helms has a bachelor of arts
degree in economics from the
University of California at Davis.
First Interstate Bank of Nevada
Senior Vice President Dennis
Guldin has been named senior
credit administrator for the bank's
Credit Policy Group in Southern
Nevada. Guldin' s prior position
was Southern Nevada Corporate
Banking Division manager.
Guldin is a 1986 graduate of the
Stonier Graduate School of
Banking at the University of
Delaware.

Gary Morris

Centel names new
PR manager
Veteran Las Vegas public
relations executive Gary Morris is
the new Centel public relations
manager. Morris has a background in Las Vegas radio and
television news, resort advertising
and publicity, plus business
association management. Morris
will oversee the public relations
operations in Nevada and Texas.
He most recently served as
manager of the Employers
Association of Southern Nevada
and the Downtown Progress
Association. Morris also served
in resort marketing positions at
the Desert Inn, Tropicana,
Showboat and Bally's in Reno.

Western Technologies
names new associate
Advancement of William C.
(Cliff) Yeckes to associate status
at Western Technologies Inc. was
announced by the firm's president, James G. Bennitt, P.E.
Yeckes is director of Environmental Engineering Services at
Western's Las Vegas office.
Before joining the company, he
was a senior region hydro geologist for the Southern Region
Technical Center of O.H.
Materials Corporation in Georgia.
Yeckes holds membership in
the National Water Well
Association, the Association of
Engineering Geologists and
the Society of Mining Engineers
of AIME.

William f. Holhut

Sierra Pacific
Resources names
president of affiliate
JoeL. Gremban, president and
chief executive officer of Sierra
Pacific Resources (SPR)
announced the appointment of
William J. Holhut, 50, as
president and chief executive
officer of Great Basin Energy
Company, an SPR subsidiary.
Great Basin represents Sierra
Pacific Resources ' participation
in the construction and operation
of the $4 billion Thousand
Springs energy project to be built
in northeastern Nevada near the
Idaho border. When completed,
the Thousand Springs project will
consist of up to eight 250megawatt coal-fued electric
generating units. Sierra Pacific
Resources is one of eight
nationally and internationally
recognized corporate participants
in the independent power project.
As president of Great Basin,
project manager for Thousand
Springs, Holhut manages the
engineering and construction for
the project and operation of the
plants as they are completed. He
is also active in the marketing and
financial aspects of the Thousand
Springs organization.
Since 1979, Holhut has been
employed by Central and South
West Services Inc. (CSWS), of
Dallas, Texas. He served as vice
president of CSWS's power
engineering, construction and fuel
di i ion. In that capacity he was
responsible for the firm's power
engineering, environmental

licensing, engineering, construction and start-up of jointly-owned
power plants.
He previously served as
president and chief executive
officer of Central and South West
Fuels, Inc., a wholly-owned
subsidiary of CSW electric
operating companies. Holhut also
has prior experience in engineering and design and construction
management of power plants with
the Central Illinois Public Service
Company and General Electric.
A native of Missouri, Holhut
graduated from the University of
Missouri with a bachelor of
science degree in mechanical
engineering and from the
University of Illinois with an
executive master's degree in
business administration.

Tuntland elected to
headNDA
Larry Tuntland, executive
vice president of First Interstate
Bank, was elected chairman of
the Nevada Development
Authority (NDA) at the
annual meeting of the NDA
Board of Trustees.
Tuntland replaces Las Vegas
attorney Joe Brown, who has
served as NDA chairman for the
past two years.
In his new capacity, Tuntland
will head the NDA's 13-member
executive commit.tee, help
determine NDA policies, assist
with clients, and meet with the
public and government agencies
as one of the NDA's chief
representatives.
Joe Brown will remain on with
the NDA executive committee as
its past chairman. He will also
preside as chairman of a recently
formed NDA advisory committee.
The Nevada Development
Authority works to diversify the
local economy by attracting new
businesses and industries to
Southern Nevada.

George Ormiston

Ormiston named
executive director
ofNCED
George Ormiston, senior
associate for the Nevada
Commission on Economic
Development (NCED), has been
named interim executive director
of the NCED. Ormiston has been
with the commission since 1984
and has served as NCED 's deputy
director for the past two years.
Ormiston will be replacing
NCED executive director Andrew
P. Grose who is leaving the post
to join Westrends, a San
Francisco-based western state
planning organization.
A former project officer for the
Four Comers Regional Development Commission, Ormiston has
worked extensively throughout
Nevada. He also served as county
manager for Lincoln County and
county administrator for
Humboldt County.
Ormiston holds a bachelor of
science from Oklahoma State and
is a graduate of the Economic
Development Institute, University
of Oklahoma.

Southwest Gas
announces
management changes

to Keith Stewart, senior vice
president of the company's
Nevada/California region.
Holden replaces Rich Misdom,
who was recently promoted to
vice president of the company's
Southern Nevada division.
A native Nevadan, Holden
joined the company in its Fallon
district in 1973. He worked his
way up through the ranks in a
variety of jobs including equipment operator, service technician,
utilization technician and district
agent, before being promoted to
district manager in 1984. He is a
member of the Incline Village
Rotary Club as well as the Tahoe
Rim Trail Project.
Holden will be replaced as
district manager at Lake Tahoe
by Chris Hershberger, office
manager of the Southern Nevada
Division.
Hershberger is a 16-year
veteran of the utility indu try.
including ten years with Southwest. He too came up through the
ranks, working as a line locator.
an engineering assistant. a ale
representative and a ale
supervisor, before his promotion
to office manager in 1987.
He is a member of the board
of directors of the Western Little
League and the Southern evada
·Family Community Leadership.
He also is a member of the
Rotary Club of Las Vegas, and is
a graduate of the Leadership Las
Vegas Program.
Replacing Hershberger as
office manager in Las Vegas will
be Ruth Shickle, office supervisor. A ten-year Southwest employee, Shickle began her career
in the company's Tucson
business office. She worked as a
sales representative in Tucson,
and a staff office supervisor in
Las Vegas, before moving to
Southern Nevada division office
supervisor in 1986.
She is a member of the Pacific
Coast Gas Association and the
American Association of
Training and Development.
•

Dennis Holden, Southwest Gas
district manager at Incline
Village, is being promoted to
manager of customer relations for
the company 's Southern Nevada
division in Las Vegas, according
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Investment
and
Financial
News

Nevada Board of
Finance approves tax
exempt bonds
The state Board of Finance approved the
findings of the Nevada director of commerce
to issue $12,600,000 of tax exempt industrial
development revenue bonds to finance the
construction of five new manufacturing facilities throughout the state of Nevada. The bonds
are sold in the nation's money markets, and
there are no state guarantees. Bond buyers ar~
paid from the revenues generated by the
manufacturing facilities.
Director of Commerce Larry Struve. who
issues the bonds on behalf of the state, commented that these projects will result in the
creation of approximately 285 new jobs in
Nevada over the next two years and a total
investment of over $17,243,51 0 in new plants
and equipment in the Silver State. "This will
greatly assist the economic diversification
efforts of both private and public sectors
throughout the state of Nevada," he said.
The projects financed include:
-Quality Air Conditioning, Inc., a Nevada corporation doing business in Clark County
for over 18 years, which manufactures air
conditioning sheet metal ductwork and fittings. This firm will receive $2,050,000 and
retain or create 100 jobs.
- REDCO, a California corporation, is
relocating from Hayward, California to Carson City, and manufactures custom molded
26
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rubber products for the high-tech industry
nationwide. It will receive $1,900,000 and
create 30 new jobs in the Carson City area.
- Basic Food Flavors, Inc., a California
corporation, is relocating from Pomona, California to North Las Vegas, and manufactures
food flavors, soy sauce and protein material
sold to producers of food products. The company exports to Taiwan and the Philippines. It
will receive$L750,000and create 15 new jobs
in the North Las Vegas area.
- Mikohn, Inc. , a Nevada corporation, is
expanding in Clark County. The firm manufactures and develops electrical components
used in programmable visual display systems,
such as scoreboards and advertising readerboards used in sports stadiums, shopping
malls and airports. Mikohn sells its products
worldwide. It will receive $2,000,000. and
retain or create 60 jobs.
-Master Hal co, Inc., a California corporation, is locating in Reno, at the Stead facility.
The company manufactures chain link fence
fabric sold to companies that build or install
chain link fences. The Reno plant will be a
major distribution point for the Western United States. It will receive $4.900,000 and create
80 new jobs in the Reno area.
State-issued industrial development bonds
are not general obligations of the state. They
are an effective way to import capital intoNevada to support economic development and
diversification in the manufacturing sector.

Nevada receives award
for excellence in
financial reporting
Governor Bob Miller announced that Nevada was awarded a Certificate of Achievement for Excellence in Financial Reporting.
The certificate, presented to Controller
Darrel Daines, signifies excellence in governmental accounting and financial reporting. It
was presented by the Government Finance
Officers Association of the United States
(GFOA) for Nevada's comprehensive annual
financial report. Nevada is one of 14 states to
receive the award.
"The award is a good omen for our state."
Daines said. "The bond rating and the future
market for our bonds is dependent upon the
quality of our financial reports."
The GFOA is a nonprofit professional association serving 11 ,500 government finance
professionals. The association produces a
variety of technical publications in various
fields of government finance and represents
the public finance community in Washington.
D.C . The association provides numerous
training opportunities and conducts an annual
conference attended by 5,000 public finance
professionals.

State securities division
triples revenue
Secretary of State Frankie Sue Del Papa announced revenue generated for Nevada's general fund by the securities division for the first
quarter of the new fisca l year has increased by
326 percent over a two-year period of time.
Fiscal year first quarter
July, August, September
$144, 146.00
1987-88:
I 988-89:
$364,804.14
1989-90:
$469,403.82
Sherwood Cook, deputy secretary for securities, stated that the tremendous increase in
revenue was due primarily to the Nevada
Uniform Securities Act that became effective
January I, 1988.
"Revenue generated by securities registration continues to rise." Cook said. "Registration revenues in the first quarter of this fiscal
year are 29 percent higher than revenues generated in the first quarter of last year. That
results in an additional $100,000 fer the state.··
Cook explained that the securities division
operates on a fixed budget as do most other
state agencies. The revenues received by the
division are deposited in the state's general
fund and do not directly benefit the division.
Secretary Del Papa indicated that the entire
office of the secretary of state, including the
securities division, generated almost half a
million dollars more for the state general fund
in the ftrst quarter of the 1989-90fiscal year as
compared to the first quarter of the I 988-89
fiscal year.

Valley Bank offers
government bond fund
Valley Bank of Nevada 's trust division
recently added to the investment alternatives
of its clients with the introduction of the High
Sierra U.S. Government Note/Bond Portfolio.
Valley Bank becomes the first bank trust division in Nevada to serve as investment adv isor
and master custodian for an SEC registered
bond fund . As with its 1988 established High
Sierra U.S. Government Money Market Fund,
Valley Bank 's trust division maintains custody and control over the securities purchased
for the fund.
The government bond fund provides a spectrum of features including the purchase of only
U.S . Government-backed and collateralized
securities; competitive income; monthly interest payments; no sales charge; and next day
liquidity. "In response to our clients' desires,
we have developed a new mutual fund that is
a simple and safe source of income controlled
in Nevada by Valley Bank's trust division,"
said Tom Thomas, senior vice president and
manager of the bank' s trust division. "Our
long-term investment outlook points to the

need for a high-quality, fixed-income investment vehicle."
Blayne Ence, vice president and manager of
the investment department, stated, "It is important to emphasize that the fund's securities
are managed by Valley Bank's investment
department. "As the department's interest rate
outlook changes, the fund's average maturity
will be extended or contracted within the
seven- to 15-year average maturity range. To
illustrate, if the department's research indicates higher rates in the future, the fund holdings will be adjusted toward the more defensive posture of a seven-year average maturity.
If the forecast indicates lower interest rates,
the average maturity will be extended toward
the 15-year mark to lock in current relative
higher yields."
In othernews, Valley Capital Corporation's
board of directors approved a quarterly dividend of20 cents ($.20) a share payable January 4, 1990, to stockholders of record at close
of business on December 28, 1989.
Valley Capital Corporation, a bank-holding
company headquartered in Las Vegas, consists of its principal subsidiary, Valley Bank of
Nevada and other subsidiaries, including Valley Mortgage Company, Inc., Valley Leasing
Company, Inc. , Valley Electronic Services,
Inc., Valley Financial Services, Inc. , Valley
Capital Life Insurance Company, Bank Building, Inc., First Business Bank of Arizona and
Century Bank of Arizona.

Showboat 1989 earnings
fall short of expectations
Showboat, Inc. (NYSE: SBO) has authorized an open market purchase of its common
stock and disclosed that earnings for 1989
would fall short of earlier expectations.
Showboat, Inc. , in conjunction with its
wholly-owned subsidiary, Ocean Showboat,
Inc. (NYSE: OSBFC02), said the board of
directors of their wholly owned subsidiary,
Atlantic City Showboat, Inc. (ACS), has authorized the purchase of up to four percent of
SBO's currently outstanding 11.4 million
shares of common stock. The repurchased
shares will be earmarked by ACS for Showboat Inc. restricted stock and stock options
granted to key ACS employees in connection
with a long-term incentive plan adopted by the
board of directors of ACS. The shares will be
used only for the benefit of ACS employees
since, under certain financing agreements, all
funds generated by its Atlantic City facility
must be used solely by ACS until certain
operating income tests are achieved. The longterm incentive plan will be submitted to SBO
shareholders at the 1990 annual meeting.
The stock purchase follows a December 1,
1989 announcement by SBO of a reduction in
the company 's quarterly dividend from 7.0
cents to 2.5 cents a share. Following the an-

nouncement, a substantial decrease occurred
in the market price of SBO's common stock.

Sierra Health best stock on
ASE according to
Business Week
Sierra Health Services, Inc. was written up
in the December 25, 1989 edition of Business
Week magazine as the best performing stock
on the American Stock Exchange in 1989.
The stock increased in value more than 400
percent during the course of the year, closing
on January 3, 1989 at 1-5/8 versus a DeceJ;11ber 29, 1989 closing price of 8-5/8.
"Sierra kept the cash flowing by raising
rates 15 percent during the year, as corporate
costs increased only nine percent. Profits were
$2 million during the first rune months as
compared to $460,000 for the same period in
1988," the article noted.
Sierra Health Services is headquartered in
Las Vegas. It is the parent company of Health
Plan of Nevada, Sierra Health and Life Insurance Company, Southwest Medical Associates and Family Health Care Services.

Golf and tennis franchise
announces earnings
Las Vegas Discount Golf & Tennis announced its net income for the quarter ending
September 30, 1989 was $261 ,841 or .09 per
share as compared to a net loss of$76,745 for
the three months ended September 30, 1988.
For the nine months ended September 30,
1989, the company had a net income of
$31,787 as compared to a net loss of$409,304
for the same period in 1988.
Total revenues for the three months ended
September 30, 1989, amounted to $2,259, 131 ,
as compared to total revenues of $1,799,050
for the three months ended September 30,
1988, representing an increase in total revenues of 25 percent.
During the nine months ended September
30, 1989, the company opened twenty franchise stores, resulting in franchise fee income
of $670,000 as compared to $480,000 for the
same period in 1988.
The firm also announced that they have
signed a letter of intent with a New York
investment banking firm for a second offering.
The offering is scheduled to take place in the
first part of 1990. Proceeds will be used for
expansion purposes such as inventory, franchise development and a company store.
Las Vegas Discount Golf & Tennis has been
a publicly held company since July 1988. The
founder, Voss Boreta, started the business in
1974 with one retail store in Las Vegas. In
1984, the company introduced a franchise
program in preparation of its plans to expand

retail presentation. As of November 1, 1989
the company had 45 U.S. and international
franchised retail stores open .
On October 26, 1989, the company opened
its first store in Japan. Through an agreement
with Kitty Corporation of Japan this store is
the first of a 30-store master franchise plan to
be completed by 1993.

Electronic Data
Technologies reports
record earnings
Electronic Data Technologies (EDT)
(NASDAQ- EDAT), announced record revenues and earnings for the rune months ended
September 30, 1989.
The company reported revenues of $17.9
million for the nine months ended September
30, 1989 compared to revenues of$7 .1 million
for the same nine-month period last year.
Revenues for the quarter ended September 30,
1989 were $6.5 million as compared to $2.4
million for the same quarter last year.
EDT also reported net income for the rune
months ended September 30. 1989 of
$1 ,652 ,000 or $.44 per share as compared to
income from continuing operatio ns of
$567,900 or $.15 per share for the same ninemonth period last year. et income for the
quarter ended September 30. 1989 wa
$564,200 or $.15 per share as compared to
income from continuing operations o f
$266,000 or $.07 per share for the quarter
ended September 30, 1988.
The increases in revenues and net income
resulted from the recognition of revenues from
the management of gaming route machines in
Nevada and a 74 percent increase in sales of
the company 's gaming management systems.
Gaming management systems revenue was
$12.3 million for the rune months ended September 30, 1989 as compared to $7.1 million
for the same period a year ago. Route management revenue was $5.6 mmion for the nine
months ended September 30, 1989. The route
management agreement was entered into effective October 1, 1988.
This announcement covers the nine-month
period ended September 30, 1989 reflecting
the ftrm 's change from a calendar year to a
fiscal year ended September 30.
The company' s backlog for gaming management systems. at September 30. 1989 was
approximately $5.8 rillllion representing contracts to install 14 slot management systems
and keno systems. The current backlog level
compares to $6.5 million in business backlog
at September 30, 1988.
EDT is a world leader in the design and
manufacture of computerized management
systems for the gaming industry. The company also manages more than 1,500 gaming
machines throughout Nevada.
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He's a young family
man , a native
Californian. He's
quick w ith a smile
and quick to make a
decision. He's Jim
Holcombe , Nevada
Power Company's
president and chief
operating officer.

Nevada Power connected irs 300,000 customer to the system in 1989. Holcombe was on hand as the meter was
installed on a new home in the planned re,.;idenrial community ofWhimey Ranch in Las Vegas.

p

rior to joining Nevada Power in the
spring of 1989, Jim Holcombe was
vice president of resource development for San Diego Gas & Electric
Company. There, he served in various planning and operating positions after joining the
company in 1967 as an engineer.
Holcombe graduated in 1967 with a degree
in electrical engineering from California Polytechnic State University. He serves on that institution's Dean's Industry Advisory Board
for the School of Engineering. He is a registered professional engineer in the state of
California and is a member of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers.
Holcombe's experience and quick decisionmaking ability are serving Nevada Power well
in its effort to keep up with the booming Las
Vegas economy. Las Vegas hotel room count
will expand 20 percent to 75,000 in 1990.
Casino space is expanding to keep pace.
Nevada Power's rate of customer growth
leads the nation, averaging about seven percent in 1988. It is likely that when all the
figures are tabulated, 1989's growth rate will
be even higher.
While keep ing pace with the current growth
is important, Holcombe 's plans extend to the
28
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future by staying on top of the changing electrical industry. As chief operating officer,
Holcombe will lead one of Southern Nevada's
oldest and most respected companies into the
next century. He feels the company should
take full advantage of new technology in getting the job done as quickly and as efficiently
as possible. Holcombe believes Nevada Power
should take a more active and involved role in
the electric utility industry on all levels, to be
more responsive to customer needs and more
competitive.
Holcombe recently initiated an electronic
mail system to improve in-house communications. The system will speed up departmentto-department contacts and cut down on unnecessary paper clutter. "We don't have time
to deal with an iss ue and have it take forever
pass through the red tape test," he said.
Holcombe is in the process of developin.,"strategic plan" for the company. The con ·
ued talk of merger or takeover possibilities
a concern. "We have to continually loo :
ways to do things smarter and more effici •
to stay competitive and independent."
Holcombe' s track record strongly sug,~
Nevada Power Company will do just that ·
coming years.

ANNUAL EDITORIAL CALENDAR

The Annual Editorial Calendar is designed to provide our readers and advertisers with an easy reference guide for our editorial
focus in each issue of the year. Although the calendar highlights spedal features and events each month, these items are not
necessarily exclusive to that issue. In addition to subjects featured in our editorial calendar, we cover a wide variety of topics
relevant to business in Nevada including: Finandal • Utilities • Construction and Development • Politics • Controversy.

First Interstate Tower • 3800 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 120 • Las Vegas, NV. 89109 • Voice (702) 735-7003 • Fax (702) 733-5953

January
PEOPLE TO WATCH
Advertising
Deadline
Nov. 20
Editorial
Deadline
·ov. 15

A

ccomplished people deserve recognition. Our first issue of the year publicly congratulates outstanding Nevadans who have made substantial contributions to the business community.
Recognition is also given to the people who are likely to move, shake and make positive waves
in the state the coming year - people who have been selected by readers through ballots appearing in
previous issues.

February
BROKERAGE AND SECURITIES
Advertising
Deadline
Dec. 20
Editorial
Deadline
Dec. 15

ur financial issue addresses pecuniary affairs that affect all Nevada businesses.
Leading stockbrokers make their predictions regarding publicly traded companies based and
headquartered in Nev!lda.
Financial institutions, security firms, brokerage companies and financial regulatory bodies are all ~
included in this must-read edition.

0

M a r c h
MASTER PLANNED COMMUNITIES
Advertising
Deadline
]an. 20
Editorial
Deadline
]an. 15

evada Business journal takes an in-depth look at master planned communities statewide and how
they' re shaping our future.
A number of Nevada's largest and most successful residential communities will be profiled
along with the people behind the companies.
Readers will be given an insight into who's who and who's doing what in residential development,
contracting and architectural services.

N

A p r i l
THE FINANCING OF NEVADA
Advertising
Deadline
Feb. 20
Editorial
Deadline
Feb. 15

he ways you can make the most of your hard-earned income is no longer a mystery- not when
you read our April issue. Bankers, brokers, realtors and other experts in the financial world will
give sound advice on how you can enhance your slice of the pecuniary pie.
This issue also brings you up to date on the rapidly changing world of Nevada's financial institutions.
What, if any, exclusive services does each have to offer? With the advent of government deregulation,
how fierce has competition become for the investor's dollar? We will introduce you to Nevada's financial
leaders who will give their insights on the financial projections for our state.

T

NEVADA'S HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY
Advertising
Deadline
Mar. 20
Editorial
Deadline
.\-far. 15

edical coverage represents a substantial portion of the cost of doing business. We'll explore
healthcare insurance options including indemnity plans, HMOs, PPOs and self insurance. You'll
learn ways to keep both your employees and your bottom line healthy.
Health providers throughout the state will be examined and experts will comment on the future of
healthcare in Nevada.

M
]

u n e

OFFICE SYSTEMS, EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS
Advertising
Deadline
Apr. 20
Editorial
D eadline
A.pr. 15

e all know that a well-designed and equipped office is more efficient - and therefore more
profitable - but how do we do it economically? This issue will deal with the buying, leasing
or renting of those much needed items that will keep your employees productive while
improving your bottom line.
What new advancements are corning on line in the computer-related fields? What new tasks will
the computers of tomorrow soon be undertaking7 We'll profile these for you.
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NEVADA'S LIFEBLOOD - HOTELS AND GAMING
evada Business journal will explore the hotel and gaming industry and how it drives the economy
of the state. Special attention will be given to new and expanding hotels and casinos and their
effect on the economy.
You'll get an inside look into Nevada's most successful gaming giants ... how they got there ... and
.:!e.<: d:tey're going.

N

Augu st

CO STRUCTIO
Advertising
Deadline
jun. 20
Editorial
Deadline
jun. 15

AND DEVELOPMENT

hat's new? Who are the leading companies building in Nevada? Where are we weak- or strong
- in the construction and development markets? These and many other questions will be
addressed with up-to-date reports from various associations connected to these vital industries.
We will also highlight commercial and residential development in the state, both north and south.
Plus, the latest in interior design, furniture and accessories for both the workplace and horne. Expect
interviews of prominent builders and developers in the state who will reveal the latest innovations and
trends in architecture, energy conservations and more.
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September

MINING
Advertising
Deadline
Jul. 20
Editorial
Deadline
jul. 15

ow does the state's second largest industry impact our economy and lifestyle? We'll focus on
companies, communities and people involved in the mining industry.
New technologies, procedures and equipment will be examined as we explore the big business
of mining in Nevada.

H

c t o b e

POLITICS
Advertising
Deadline
Aug. 20
Editorial
Deadline
Aug. 15

olitics in Nevada: Nevada Business Journal takes a look at the issues. We'll examine ballot
questions that will have a direct impact on business in Nevada and take a close look at the lineup of candidates in this important election year.
North-South
Democrats-Republicans
and everything in between will be covered in thi
comprehensive and informative issue on the people and decisions that will shape our future.

P
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UTILITIES, TRANSPORTATION & TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Advertising
Deadline
Sep. 20
Editorial
Deadline
Sep. 15

e'll provide a complete analysis of tli.e public utilities throughout the state and what, if anything,
can be done to lower business expenses.
Are there any alternatives to the current transportation system in Nevada - both public and
private? Read how some businesses and local governments are tackling the transportation dilemma.
We'll also discuss the latest technological developments in the telecommunications industryincluding fiber optics, cellular phones, modems and fax machines - and their uses in the modem office.

W
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'TIS THE SEASON FOR RETAIL BUSINESS
Advertising
Deadline
Oct 20
Editorial
Deadline
Oct. 15

he most profitable month for . etailers seemed the appropriate time for Nevada Business journal
to feature the business of retailers in the state. We'll take a look at numerous shopping destinations and a variety of retail outlets.
An executive "shoppers guide" will provide unique gift ideas and is designed to save you time and
money during the busy Christmas season.
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LET'S GET AMERICA

BOOKED NOW.

Did you know that it is possible to eliminate illiteracy in
this country? The key is to get our young people to start
reading now. That's why for years, Barbara Bush has supported and worked with RIF- Reading is Fundamental.
RIF is the national organization that's helping
millions of children discover the joy of reading.
Learn more about RIF. And how you can help.
Because reading is absolutely fundamental
to America's future. Write RIF, Box 23444,
Washington, D.C. 20026.

READING IS FUNDAMENTAl:

The
Silver
Dome

Nevada savings and loans
able to meet standards
Nevada' s financial institutions administrator says strict new financial standards aimed at
halting the failure of savings and loan companies apparently won' t have a major effect in
Nevada.
Scott Walshaw says Nevada's six savings
and loans all meet the new requirement that
requires them to keep capital on hand equal to
1.5 percent of their total worth.
While only 1,800 of the 2,900 savings and
loans nationally can meet this standard, Walshaw says all such companies in Nevada are in
compliance.
By 1995, when savings and loans will be
required to keep three percent of their tangible
assets on hand, Walshaw says all but oneofthe
six Nevada savings and loans will be able to
meet the figure . He says the remaining one
may be able to meet the standard but will have
more difficulty than the others.
Walshaw also says several factors help in
determining whether an institution meets the
guidelines, which are considered the comerstone reform of savings and loan bail-out legislation enacted last August.
"A healthy economy will allow certain institutions to achieve capital standards more
easily than those institutions in an economic~ lly rlepressed area." he said.
Advocates of forcing the savings and loans
to back their own lending with more of their
own money say the measure will encourage
institutions to avoid risky investments that
could run up big losses for the government
deposit insurance fund.
34
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Sedway endorses general
business tax to accomodate
double-digit growth
Assembly Ways and Means Chairman Marvin Sed way says he will push for a tax on general industry during the 1991 Legislature to
shore up Nevada's "wobbly" budget system.
Nevada's general fund currently is derived
41 percent from gaming taxes, 35 percent from
sales taxes, seven percent from insurance premium taxes, four percent from tobacco taxes,
three percent from mining taxes and two percent from casino entertainment taxes. The rest
comes from licenses, fees and other sources.
Most property taxes collected in Nevada go
to local governments or to pay off bonds issued
for state construction projects. The state
doesn ' t have a general business tax, targeting
only gaming and mining instead.
Sed way said most states rely on sales taxes,
property taxes and taxes on income from people, businesses and corporations to make up a
"three-legged stool" to rest on financially.
In Nevada, "we actually sit on a one-legged
stool and that's why we wobble all the time,"
Sedway said. "We can no longer operate on
that one-legged stool."
Sed way says he faced a " lynch party" when
he held a hearing during the 1989 legislative
session on his bill to impose a 0.5 percent gross
business tax.
He also said that if the 1989 Legislature had
approved his bill, the state would now be collecting $200 million a year in extra revenues to
help support its $2 billion annual budget.
He says the extra funds are needed because

Nevada is growing at a double-digit percentage rate, especially in Clark County, where
some 5,000 permanent residents move to the
Las Vegas area each month. The state now has
about 1.25 million people and Clark County
alone is expected to have more than one million residents by 1995.
The four-term assemblyman said that with
the growth has come an increasing need for
new prisons, health and welfare services, better transportation services and a renovated
infrastructure.
The state currently has about 5,500 prisoners and despite the completion of a new prison
and two more already under construction or
being planned, Sedway said that by mid-1991
the state will be 2,300 prison beds short and
will need to build five new prisons during the
following two years.
Nevada's welfare system is expected to fall
$14 million short this 1989-91 biennium as
caseloads grow. And schools across the state
are using temporary classrooms to hold student overflows.

Group denied
hearing on
prevailing wage law
An organization of Nevada builders and
contractors has criticized the state's labor
commissioner for refusing to hold a hearing on
a prevailing wage law the group claims adds
millions of dollars in construction costs to
public works projects.
"It bothers us from a taxpayers' point of
view because it costs taxpayers money when
the prevailing wage is much higher than it
should be," complained Elaine McNeill, director of the Reno-based Associated Builders
and Contractors Inc.
McNeill said her group was refused a hearing to challenge the prevailing wage set by the
labor commissioner for electricians on public
works projects: $18.30 an hour plus $2.25 an
hour in fringe benefits.
She claims that a survey by the contractors
and builders shows the prevailing wage that
must be paid on all government building projects valued at$1 00,000 or more should instead
be about $15 an hour.
Labor Commissioner Frank MacDonald
disagrees, saying that the latest attack by the
group is just another effort to overturn the 50year-old wage law that was put into effect to
ensure workers are paid a fair salary.
MacDonald also defended the state's system of setting the prevailing wage that must be
paid on public projects, but doesn 't apply
private construction. He said his agency sends
out 5,000 surveys to contractors and builders
each year and 15 percent to 20 percent return
the questionnaires with usable information ro
set the average wage for construction jobs.

Expert gfves advice to
legislative panel studying
state tax reform

State Supreme Court
rules against state
treasurer in civil suit

A tax expert says Nevada lawmakers won't
face pleasant choices when considering new
taxes to meet growing demands caused by a
surge in the state ' s population.
Steven Gold, fiscal studies director for the
National Conference of State Legislatures,
says he believes legislators should look at a
sales tax on some services and a general business tax to raise needed funds.
Gold told a legislative panel studying Nevada 's taxes that the state also should reform
the way it distributes taxes to local governments and reduce the regressive nature of the
state's tax system.
According to Gold, evada is one of the few
states reluctant to tax services, an area he says
could bring significant new tax revenues.
But Gold also agrees with a tax study done
last year that says Nevada needs no additional
taxes iflawmakers are content to keep government services at the their current level.
Senator Charlie Joerg, R-Carson City, says
be isn' t convinced that new or additional taxes
are needed. Joerg chaired the Senate Taxation
Committee during the 1989 Legislature and
rrongly opposed any tax increases during the
ses ion. "The revenues are coming in significantly higher than projected," said Joerg. "I
think it would be too premature to be talking
about tax increases at the next session."

The state Supreme Court has refused to
overturn a Washoe County District Court find ing that state Treasurer Ken Santor tried to
defraud a Reno company of$58,000 through a
private oil and gas exploration deal.
The high court ruling favored Precision
Rolled Products, which had invested with Santor in 1983, before he was elected treasurer, to
drill an exploratory gas well in California.
Washoe District Judge Peter Breen had ordered Santor to pay the company the $58 ,000.
He also fined Santor $5 ,000 in the civil case
which began with a trial in late 1985 and concluded in 1988.
The Supreme Court found that Santor intentionally misrepresented material facts to the
company, which lost money as a result.
The high court also rejected Santor' s claim
that the trial judge incorrectly calculated the
damages, concluding, "The district court' s
award of damages was proper in all respects."
Santor refused to resign from state office
after the District Court finding, saying the case
had nothing to do with his state job and occurred before he was in office.
Santor also said he would never try to defraud anyone. He suggested that politics may
have played a part in the judge's decision.

American Pacific
Corporation agrees
to pay fines
'-h.&&.JI.:.o.;>

of the former PEPCON company

- :: eee to pay $ 12,820 in fines growing
foll owing a May 4, 1988

IU<Jr-:>cu.o.-

s;L2Jlda:rds foll owing the

more than 300 and
perty damage.
The company has moved to Cedar City,
tah and changed its name to Western Electrochemical Company. estern· s parent company, American Pacific Corporation, continues to operate in Las Vegas.
The company produces ammonium perchlorate, a critical fuel oxidizer used in space
shuttle and military rockets.

Convictions upheld in
investment scam
The state Supreme Court has upheld the
convictions of two women imprisoned for
their roles in a $76 million scam that cost
thousands of Lemons & Associates investors
their life savings.
In their unanimous ruling, justices rejected
claims by Barbara Barron and Carol Tomlinson that their convictions should be overturned because of faulty instructions to jurors
and prosecutorial misconduct.
Justices said the jury was adequately instructed and the prosecutorial misconduct,
while substantial, did not warrant a reversal of
the convictions.
Justices said there was ample evidence to
back the convictions and "a more compelling
case of guilt would be difficult to imagine."
During final arguments, Washoe County
District Attorney Mills Lane argued twice that
if jurors believed the defendants ' testimony,
then he had "some ocean front property in
Tonopah" that he wanted to sell them.
"Such statements may be good news copy
or acceptable cocktail chatter, but they are improper when used in court by a prosecuting
attorney," justices wrote.
•

INVESTORS SHUN NEVADA STOCKS

nvestors bid adieu to Nevada-based
stocks during the monthly trading session ended December II , leaving many
of these issues battered, black and blue.
The result was devastating for the Ne vada
Business Journal Stock Index, which capsized
125.27 points, or 5.18 percent, to 2293.26.
Two months ago, our statewide indicator cascaded 254.52 points, or 9.52 percent.
In sharp contrast, the Dow Jones Industrial
Average reached 102.63 points higher, or3 .91
percent, to 2728 .24, and is now poised to make
a run at its old record high of 2791 set on
October 9 of this year.
Among last month ' s casualties: Investors
cast aside shares of First Interstate, as the

I

troubled banking concern said it will add $400
million to its fourth -quarter reserves due to
bad real estate loans in Texas. The announcement comes six weeks after First Interstate
added $350 million in reserves for potential
losses on Arizona real estate. The result: First
Interstate toppled $9.63 a share to $45.75, and
was the largest dollar-loser of the lot.
Showboat witnessed tremendous selling
pressure after announcing it will cut its quarterly dividend 64 percent to 2.5 cents a share
from seven cents. The reason: To help finance
the company's expansion and renovation
plans at its properties, particularly its casinohotel in Las Vegas.
Blockbuster Video followed suit by top-

pling 12.82 percent to $17 in response to news
that United Artists Entertainment plans to sell
its 7.6 million shares, which accounts for an
approximate ten percent stake.
International Game Technology (IGT) also
traveled a southerly course, as it decelerated
$2.75 a share to $26.38. Last month, Dean
Witter cut its fiscal year 1990 earnings estimate for the company.
Conversely, buying was the order of the day
for Circus Circus, which vaulted $8 .75 a share,
or 18.42 percent, to $56.25. In late November,
Bear Steams issued a "buy" recommendation
on the stock, which has the firm's top invest- •
ment rating. Circus Circus took largest dollargained honors of the portfolio for the period.

FIND OUT HOW TO GET A
MILLION-DOLLAR MANAGER FOR
YOUR $100,000 PORTFOLIO.
Select Managers is Shearson Lehman
Hutton's exclusive program that can put one of
17 of the country's leading independent money
managers to work for you.
These Select Managers ordinarily manage
only portfolios in excess of $1 million. But now
your Select Managers' account of $100,000 or
more can be matched to a manager whose investment philosophy is most appropriate to your
financial objectives and risk tolerance.
To find how a milliondollar portfolio manager
can work for you, call
Shearson Lehman Hutton
at (702) 792-2000 or
An Amencan Express company (800) 247-2265. Or return
the coupon.

SHFARSON
LEHMAN
HUriON

r---------------,
•
CALL
(702) 792-2000 or
• (800) 247-2265

For Shearson Lehman Hutton
Select Managers
Or write: Shearson Lehman Hutton • Attn: Dane Madsen
3800 Howard Hughes Pkwy • Suite 1100
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
0 Please send me more info rmation on Shearson Lehman
Hutton Select Managers
NAME (please print)
ADDRESS
STATE

BUSINESS PHONE

HOME PHONE

... _______________ ...
0

PLEASE CHECK IF YOU Ak[ A 5H EAKSON L EHMA N

BRANCH LOCATION

MINDS OvER MoNEY.®
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ZIP

CITY

I

5HEAKSON LEHMAN

HuTTON

Cli ENT

NAME OF FINANCIAL CONSULTANT

HUTTON. INc. • Fosrt.x &: MAJ~SHAU,

Member SPIC

INC. • THE RoeiNSON

HuMrHAEY

Co., lNc.

I

e 1988 Shearson Lehman Hutton, Inc.

Business Class -of 1990

NEC offers the most advanced telecommunication equipment.
From 2 to 23,000 lines. Available exclusively at
Licensed Public ·utility

Prime Distributors

Procell

NEC

COMMUNICA T/ONS , INC .

TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

VOICE MAIL • PAGING • CELLULAR • FACSIMILE
CALL SEQUENCING • CALL DIRECTORS

Las Vegas

Reno

366-0660

825-2505

906 South Sixth St.

5290 Neil Rd., Suite 2

NEVADA BUSINESS JOURNAL STOCK INDEX
Exch

Company

Ticker
Symbol

OTC
OTC
OTC
NYS
ASE
NYS
OTC
OTC
NYS
OTC
OTC
NYS
OTC
NYS
NYS
OTC
OTC
NYS
ASE
NYS
NYS
OTC
OTC
OTC
OTC
OTC
OTC

Amserv
Blockbuster Ent.
Cadema Corp .
Circus Circus
Elsinore Corp.
First Interstate Bank
First Western Financial
Frontier Savings
Golden Nugget
Hytek Microsystems (L)
lnt'l Game Technology
Jackpot Enterprises (l )
MarCor Development
Nevada Power (H)
Sahara Casino Partners
Sahara Resorts
Sands Regent
Showboat Inc.
Sierra Health Service (H)
Sierra Pacific Resources
Southwest Gas (l)
Syntech International (L)
United Gaming Inc.
Vacation Spa Resorts
Valley Capital Corp.
Vanderbilt Gold
Vita Plus Industries

AMSR
BV
COMA
CIA
ELS
I
FWES
FRNT
GNG
HTEK
IGAM
JACK
MAAR
NVP
SAH
SHRE
SNDS
SBO
SIE
SAP
SWX
SYNE
UGAM
VSPA
VCCN
VAGO
VPII

Closing
Price

Closing
Price

12/11/89

Net
Chnge in
Period

% Chnge
in
Period

11/13/89
6.50
19.50
0.75
47.50
0.38
55.38
6.50
1.75
30.63
1.00
29.13
11.13
9.00
22.75
8.88
32.50
11.00
11.50
7.50
24.38
17.13
0.63
10.13
0.09
33.00
3.13
0.31

5.63
17.00
0.50
56.25
0.38
45.75
5.88
1.50
26.88
0.44
26.38
9.88
9.25
24.75
8.50
29.50
12.75
9.00
9.13
24.63
17.25
0.38
10.25
0.09
32.75
3.31
0.31

-0.88
-2.50
-0.25
8.75
0.00
-9.63
-0.63
-0.25
-3.75
-0.56
-2.75
-1 .25
0.25
2.00
-0.38
-3.00
1.75
-2.50
1.63
0.25
0.13
-0.25
0.13
0.00
-0.25
0.19
0.00

-13.46
-12.82
-33.33
18.42
0.00
-17.38
-9.62
-14.29
-12.24
-56.20
-9.44
-1 1.24
2.78
8.79
-4.23
-9.23
15.91
-21 .74
21 .67
1.03
0.73
-40.00
1.23
0.00
-0.76
6.02
0.00

PIE
Ratio

13
35
-4
22
8
5
-1
-31
15
12
23
14
65
78
10
11
-9
12
9
0
15
10
-37
-1

Annual
Dividend
Rate
Yield

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.00
0.36
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.00
1.56
1.12
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
1.84
1.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.80
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.56
6.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.84
0.00
6.30
13.18
0.00
0.00
0.89
0.00
7.47
8.1 2
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.42
0.00
0.00

Annual
High

Low

7.63
21 .63
1.19
56.63
0.88
70.38
9.75
2.13
34.00
2.88
32.63
17.25
16.25
25.00
9.25
38.00
16.50
15.63
9.63
25.88
20.38
2.88
15.50
0.1.6
36.00
3.88
0.50

2.75
9.50
0.50
27.63
0.25
42.88
5.88
1.25
15.13
0.38
19.88
9.50
6.63
19.25
8.13
21 .00
10.75
8.25
1.38
22.38
16.63
0.25
7.50
0.09
20.63
1.75
0.19

KEY: (H) = New high in period ; (L) = New low in period ; d =Deficit; NYS = New York Stock Exchange; ASE "' American Stock Exchange; OTC = Over The Counter: (s) "' Reflects stock split
Compiled by Nordby International, Inc. This information is obtained from sources believed to be reliable but cannot be guaranteed to be completely accurate. This information is subject to change without notice .

ADVERTORIAL
HEALTH

TALK

by Kathryn D. Haisan

ADA Takes Stand on Very Low Calorie Diets
ow calorie living, reducing the risk of
coronary disease by reducing fat intake,
nutrition counseling and the National
Health Objectives for the year 2000 were
among the many issues discussed at the ?2nd
Annual Meeting of the American Dietetic Association (ADA) in Kansas City. The ADA is the nation's largest group of nutritional professionals
consisting of 57,000 members. They are dedicated to promoting optimal health and nutrition.
According to the ADA, the current very low
calorie diets (VLCD's, often referred to as protein sparing modified fasts) are safe when
properly administered in an appropriate clinical
or outpatient setting." The ADA's statement,
appearing in the July 1989 issue of The Journal
of the American Dietetic Association, supports
the use of programs such as the Optifast program for the at-risk obese.
The ADA stresses the importance of carefully
selecting program participants, who must be at
least 30 percent more than normal body
weight, and highlights the need to limit the fast
to a pre-determined time. The Optifast program , developed by Sandoz Nutrition, follows

L

these recommendations and has developed
rigorous admission criteria. A physician performs a full examination to determine whether
the individual qualifies, and the individual undergoes a psychological evaluation . The Optifast program is a comprehensive medical
weight management regime combining a medically-supervised supplemented fast, behavior
modification, nutrition education and exercise.
It meets all of the guidelines outlined by the
ADA, and has been successful for hundreds of
thousands of patients for over ten years.
The ADA also points out the importance of a
multidisciplinary approach to promote success
on a very low calorie diet. Optifast teaches
patients to deal with the stress of weight loss;
the nutritional value of food; how to shop for
and prepare food ; and the benefits of increased
activity levels. Group sessions contribute significantly to the patient's long-term success.
The ADA emphasizes that many health benefits result when the at-risk obese realize rapid
weight loss on a very low calorie diet. An
alarming number of health risks are associated
with obesity, including diabetes, hypertension,
ADVERTORIAL
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high cholesterol, arthritis, increased risk of
heart attack, and a host of other physical and
emotional problems. Patients on the Optifast
diet show decreased blood pressure and cholesterol, and control of diabetes as well as improved breathing in those with lung disorders.
The ADA suggests that potential dieters
carefully evaluate the program and personnel
before embarking on a supplemented fasting
program. The Optifast program is offered only
through hospitals and medical centers. The
only location in the state of Nevada that currently offers the Optifast program is Community Hospital in the Las Vegas area.
There are free , monthly, no obligation , informational Orientations at Community Hospital.
Call Cyndy Gates, Program Coordinator, at
702-642-0275 for information and/or Orientation reservations.
Kathryn Haisan is currently the marketing director at Community Hospital in North Las
Vegas. She has ten years marketing and administrative experience in healthcare.
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CLOSING QUOTES FOR BAR CHART (Above)
Date

Nevada

Dow Jones

05/12 .... ... .... .. ..................... ....... ..... 2502 .81
06/12 ... .. ......... ........ ........... ... ... .. .... . 256 1.87
07/13 ... ..... .... ............ ...... ................ 2592 .55
08/14 ..... .... ... ..................... ..... ........ 26 19.56
09/11 .......................... .......... ........ .. 2629 .35
10/ 12 ................. ..... ...... ... ..... ... ....... 2673 .05
11 / 13 ............. ... ........... .... .. ..... .. .. .. .. 2418.53
12/11 ........ ... .. ..... .... .. ... ........ ....... .. .. 2293 .26

......... .... .......... ............ 2439.70
........ ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ...... . 2518 .84
...... ..... .......... .. ... ..... .. .. 2538.32
... .... ....... ... ... .... ..... ... ... 2677 .92
.. ..... ... ....... .... ....... ... .... 2704.41
.... .. ... .... .. .... ...... ... ...... . 2759 .84
.. .. ... .. ......... .. ............. .. 2625 .61
.... ..... ............ .. .... .. ...... 2728.54

MARKET DIARY
Advances ...... .. ....... ...... ..... ... .... 9
Declines .. ... ... ... ... ..... ......... .. .. . 15
Unchanged ... ..... .. .. .. .. .. ............ 3
New Highs .. .. ... ... .. ........... .. ...... 2
New Lows .. ... ..... ..... ..... .. .. ... .. .. .4

MOST ACTIVE ISSUES
Largest Dollar Gainer . ........ .. .... .. .... .... ...... .. ........ ....... Circus Circus ..... ... ..... ...... .... ..... ..... ... ... ...... ... .. ..... .... .. .. $8 .75
Largest Dollar Loser . .. ......... ..... .... .... .... .... .. ............... First Interstate .... ..... ... .. .. ... ... ... .. ... .... .... ........ ........ ..... -$9 .63
Largest Percentage Gainer . .... ... .. ... .. ..... ... .. .. .. .. ........ Sierra Health Services ...... .......... .. .... ........ ... .. .... .. ....... 21 .67%
Largest Percentage Loser . ... ... .... .... .... ...... .... ... .... .... . Hytek Microsystems .... .... .. .. ..... .. .......... ...... .... ... .. .... .. -56 .20%

INDICES

Nevada Business Journal Stock Index
Dow Jones Industrial Average
N.Y.S.E. Composite
Standard & Poor's 500-Stock Index
NASDAQ OTC Composite

Close
11 /13/89

Close
12/11 /89

Net
Change in
Period

Percent
Change in
Period

2418 .53
2625 .61
187.90
339.1 0
456.19

2293.26
2728 .24
192.83
348 .56
452.42

-125 .27
102.63
4.93
9.46
-3.77

-5 .18
3.91
2.62
2.79
-0.83
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